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"With Malice toward None, with Charily for All, and with Firmness in the Right."
Volume XV.

ROY.

;

: Moka. County,

Red Cross
-

Breaks Record

-0-

,

With due regard for the efficiency of the Plumlee Hospital
tito
force; I feel that I should express
my appreciation by saying - - They amputated may leg above
viththe government in the the knee, on Feb. 28 and just
cause of America for the twelve days from that date I am
period of the war
able to drive home 15 miles in a
new Ford all by myself and I
believe
within a few days I will
We are disappointed in
to put on an artificial
able
be
not getting much of the imleg
and go about my work. I
portant news and editorial
for this week sent to the think this breaks all records for
Linotype but not back in such a serious operation and 1
time for this weeks issue can recommend this hospital from
We will "warm it over for you the very bottom of my heart to
any one needing sergical treat,
next wek.
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RosV'and Wilson
- Seed Distribution--

- McKee, Mc
Alldredge; Ros? and
.Cargcr,
Loftin.
t
The reports of Draft matters
were investigated and some parties notified to appear at the
next meeting.
The matter of séed distribution
was discussed and it was decided
to hold meetings of farmers at
the several towns as follows to
discus's the needs of communities
and individuals.
' ' '..
'

.
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."Sunday evening Roy was shock
Some Where in France
ed by the appearance of a car on
February 11th 1918.
the street with a dead body in it Editor
driving to the drug store. It was
Roy, New Mexico. '
A. F. Chaves, of Albert and the Dear Fripndr- corpse was that of A. L. Gilliam
I wish through your
of Dawson
baner thank the Red Cros Wñrl:
Mr. Gilliam accompanied by ers of Rov for the Dackaire which
Mr. Evans, his wife and baby I received this mornincr from
"
and another man drove down them.
from Dawson Sunday and stopped
As I stated before I am "Snmi
here for lunch, on their way to (where in France,"
You ought
look at some land near David N. to Kee this Country over here.
M. which Mr. Evans offered to It is wondprfnl
trade for Mr. Gilliam's land near the old savine "Wine. Women
Kephart. Going down the Albert and Song" well just leave off the
Hill the breaks failed to work Song and vou have France.
and the Ford attained a speed
that was unsafe. Mr. Gilliam but anr spmia has in havo Wk
was driving and finally headed ground to make it perfect. So
the car into the bank on the up- scatter a few Cafe's, some good
per side; fearing to go over the looking girls and a few American
cliff on the lower side at the Soldiers and you have a very;
turn ahead, The car ran up the pretty scene. It is really worth
bank, turned over and caught coming to see, Although I was
him under it. Glass from the not sent over here to look at the
wind shield crushed his right leg scenery it. does not harm to
just above the knee and severed notice it.
the Femural artery, Mrs. Evans
I will admit that I would rather
was under the car but uninjured be selling, Mrs. Gibbs a can of
The men lifted the car and Mrs.
Peaches or the
"
Evans helped drag him from un five gallon of Oil but will do that
der it. He was conscious but a again sometime in the future.
few minutes and died in about
I have not been able to locate
20 minute3. There were no other anyone from Roy since I left
marks on the body and it is be Fort Bliss last August. Wolotf
lieved he died from loss of blood was there then.
I am r. noneeand shock.
of meeting some of ; th hrtv
"
The body was taken to the over here.
offiice of Judge Foster where it
r have a very nice place here.
was prepared for burial nd" his My work is similiar to what I
wife and parchís and other rel was dome in Roy and also
at
atives were summoned
from Fort Bliss. '
.
Dawson and elsewhere.
w
au
""vuii
nine
Ihe funeral was held from the interesting letter
from over here '
Cnnstian Church in Roy Tuesday hwanRP thorn ?,
:!
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ihe Council voted unanimously
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can ba sown alnnt with
wheat and harvested
is a special for these meeting.
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Committees, appointed were
Finance
McKee,- - McCarger,
Roy, Ross and Wilson, '
Draft -- McKee', Berentz, Lopez

.,

S--

'

officers.

.

'

Serg't "Pinkey"

"

-

fxsed Tinker was a welcome t
.visiter at this office Saturday- - He
recetrtly returned from aji extendi visit ir; Oklahoma and
will farm his homestead near i.
'
Mosquero this summer. Fred
in falure. I
will aiso read the

Aber-natl.-

Roy and Solano, Saturday, Mar.
16th." afternoon.
Mills and Mosquero;, Monday,
March
18th.
afternoon. The subject of a new

,

'

Numrrr"8

Auto Fatality

1
Regular
Meeting r.t
District Council of De- Community Mali every Monday, fence for the portion of the coun- 1.
ty oast of Red River, met for the
Making Bjiylages, Every Wednc?
purpose of organization at the
day, Mrs. F. A. Roy in charge,
Community Hal! in Roy, SaturGarment workers, Every Thurs- day: last. Members present were
day., .in Yharj of.The Grir-eR.
Alldredge, G. R,
Twins'' Ail ladies are invited to
F. S. Brown, R, Ixpez,-o- f
come on these days and assist.
Roy, W. II. McCargcr, Alex
Bere'ntz, Mills. . Walter Ross
Dr. 0. A. Sale was called to Solano, Will Loftin: L, W. WilClayton as a witness in the big son t Mosquero.
Absent - F. A, Roy, F.oy and
murder trial, He went Sunday
in his Ford taking Mrs. Sale with J. K McKee of Abbott.
Tetrporary officers selected
him. His sister, Miss Retha Sale
wére
F. S, Brown: Chm. G. R.
taught in her place during her
Abernathy,
Secy: W. II. McCar-ger- :
absence.
Treas. These on motion of
R. Lopez were made permanent
Thereport t' at Max

-

J. W. Gibson and family left
for Northeastern Texas
whsre they will look for a location. They will read the
when they get located. We are
genuinely sorry to lose them
from the mesa but the old gentle
man's health demanded a "lower
altitude. They were useful 'tí ti- -

iTm.s.

IB,

0
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.Mcaiday

March

Defense Council

-

Sincerely,
Karlsruher
W. C. Yarbrough, of
Springer has gone ir.to volun:
Roy, N. M. tary
bankruptcy, is confirmed
and the necessity for it Í3 a surRemember the Farmer's meet prise te his many friends in Roy
ings Saturday at Roy and Solano, We had supposed he was on
and Monday at Mills and Mosque Eosy Street"
A clever man
ro, loe local Council can help like Max will soon be ,up and
you a lot if you wall get in line to going again, you can't keep him
'
down.
gase few miles out. Mrs. Brown help them help you.
and the children came in with a
wajfn and sent out some gasoline to Fred. It was a wild .if
night to be at home and worse If
outin the dark on the road.

Fred Urown and family had a
memorable experience last Friday
night treturning from Clayton
where 'he was called as a witness
They were driving a Ford and
the wind was so strong the car
. could hardly run into it." The
lights went bad, they got lost a
time"or two and finally ran out of

Saturday,

New Mexico,

iúiUi

.

Luthur Gilliam was bcrii on.

-

Lee County, .Virginia, in 1884 'This French Language is much
thatseven;members should con-l,- n
Dr. Gibbs was called to ClayStitUte a quorum forth tran'oa'i.' and at his death was aged 33yrs, harder to learn than Spanish.
ton Monday as a witness in the
" "HIIUMV
Have a boy in the office whn
ition of business and five members 11 months and 1 day.
'
fan
.Long murder trial. .
speak
Spanish so I won't forget
He lived in childhonrl
should constitute each commit'.ee
w vvii
"
the little I do know of it.
Co. Mo. and hter in WáIj
The Draft
J. W. Jobson Sr, closed a deal
with investigations of "severat-Wv
where he was '.married 'in L. . TV wf it understood that
Monday by which he acquires the
inis letter is not to bp nnKliclil
Alii frk Mica niri'u
thincs
that
.i
.v ivjyvi i, ;u n regular j
0
uiautut; ivuert, because I
JL W. Willson Residence and five
,:
am not feelinc
The Council is now in position '.who with one cbild, Catherine,
th
-o in
H'V
Jots in Roy, Cor a consideration of
'
humor
to
write
good
a
to
2,
work
effectively
iKpiagcd
his aged parents, fivp
one."
with
;$1800, Mr. Johnson had planned
Some day when I am feeling Y
brothers
Stat?
and
Council
two
and.
be
will
sisters
of
great
survive
Branch
Louis
on
the
ito build
benefit inmanv wavs t.n nil nt ñ nlm.' .w"0' wh" a host of friendo right with the aid of some French ,;
tfarm recently purchased by him
wine, I Will write you a good
mourn his untimely death.
if properly utilized
;bu found it eeonomy to buy
one."
Y
Two brothers and two sisters
ratler than build at present. The
Have
not
beon
able to make
were unable to be present at
W, B. WALTON.
house is leased to Mr, Snyder till
hit with any of these French War
the
funeral
obsequies,
the rest
fall when Mr. Johnson will occupy
Who will be Democratib Candidate for U. S. Senator
of the. family were present and Brides as yet but while there is
it and placa his children in the next fall.
expressed a deep appreciation of life there is hone so I ;im ' etni
Roy School next winter.
the kindnesses and thoughtful-nes- s in the market.
Mr. Johr3on has just completed
Cross Chain Parties
Well I guess that I better close v
Todd- Parrish
On the Evening of
of the people of Roy.
si fine new Garage out on his
for
this time. Let me hear from
Mr. York who will be ramem-perefarm which will house his new
The first of a system of . Miss Eyelyn Todd and Mr. F.
you once in a while and keep
me
as living here last .winter
"High-priceFord car. and also "Chain Entertainments" to raise A. Parrish. were married Wednes
posted on tha "doin's of the
''Delco" Electric lighting plant, money for the Red Cross was day Morning, Rev. Hearn pcr- - the Librarv Cnmmittnn ccU. and working at his trade as
town". I rer. iain as ever '
ed by the Red Cross will put Blacksmith- an hs little dauh- a duplicate of the one at the Roy given Saturday by Mrs. M. D.
'
lour friend,
rn
TU
Garage, with which he will light Gibbs to the Officers of the ChapA
n nil il PrnCrnm nt 4Un I í f 1? ter Wei'C wicn tne iamily.
"Pinkey" Y
brother
was
airo
here in the Sg
his house, barn and every place ter. .They took their work and Sansbury, of Roy and .has been. "a"- '
t. Earl McMininiy,
Hospital
last
Christmas time with
he wants a light about the farm. spent a very pleasant afternoon visiting here for some time, The America
'
Quartermaster Corps,
a broken jaw, received while
Jim has made money farming with luncheon at the end of it. ' Groom is a young farmer from Male Quartette
A.
P.
0. No. 714.
playing Basket Ball at
Each guest will entertain four Lockney Texas. They left on Talk - Rev. W. C. Ileaton
here and he is using it right,
R. E. F. France.
.way to get the most out of it. other ladies this Saturday and the train Wednesday for their Vocal Solo - Miss Worley
Reading - O. W. Hearn
their guests will in turn each future home.
His little daughter is still at
Bert Ray has bought up a - carNext Sunday Rev. W. C. Hea-:toand is getting along fine, entertain four next Saturday co
Orchestra
load of mulos in this vicinity
and
v'U fill his regular anooint-men- t
with ássurence of complete re-- j it will soon be quite a sensation
Mrs. F, II, Foster left Thurs UkeWcCIub
shipped them to Kentucky
this
Roy.
in
Making an addrc3?
with more hostesses than guests day to visit her sons from camp Reading Mrs. Ethel Harper
co very.
week, Helias got some of the
Each guest contributes a quarter Funston at Manhattan Kanrap, Piano Solo - Miss Erma Russell' at the Cradto Roll exercises in
muies on the mesa and
the ímrning and preaching at
Leo Rychlewski sends us a to the Red Cross Fund and in
She will visit in. Iowa before Talk 1. OgJen Sr.
some not the best. He discovered
night.
Male Quartette
post card from Brooklyn stating the end, if no one breaks the returning,
ho could get m iles here
cheap
Subject for the evening ser
Duet - Mr. Al Hanson violin
he has been across the Atlantic chain it will "bring in consider
enough that ho can make good
mon. "The ned of a Worldwide
Mrs. E. P. Brown piano
and back and will soon go again able revenue as well as providMr. Gordon, who has been opmoney on them and at the same;
Reading - E. C. Smith
vision for a worldwide Crisis."
with the Convoy Fleet. Leo has ing social pleasure.
erator at the Depot in Roy for
time help out the shortage
of
Vocal Solo - Mr. Hooper of Mills
seen muce of the world since
for the past several months,, has
'
Bert was fM)1k
Ladies Quartette
leaving here last summer. At
ly glad to get back to N.
The first eight-gradExamina traded jobs with Air. Love, who Violin Solo - Al
M. and
Mr. and Mrs. F. E. Epps of
Hanson
Frisco, on the Pacific, through
we still hope for bis
tion is beins: held Thursdav nnrl has been agent at Cabeza," down
Pálouso
ultimate
Valley
are
the
nroud
Double
Solo
Gulf
and
and
Canal
Miss
Irene Gohn
the Panams
Friday and a lot of the young at the head of the canyon. The
For a truth
Mrs. Edgar Floersheim parents of an eight pound boy
over to France.
people of Roy and several from transfer was made Saturday and
born last week.
This is thmV
Piono - Mrs. E. P. Brown
"Young America" is going a
Mrs. T. R. Pint was brought to
the rural schools are very, busy both are pleased with the change Chalk
first
son
and
older daughthrée
peaceful
up
in
Talk O. W. Hearn
gait we who grew
the Plumlee Hospital Saturday
and some probably wishing they '
ters will help spoil him.
times never dreamed of.
W. E. Carter, of Mills, called Vocal Solo - Mr. Hooper
She has been ill for
had got busy sooner. They get
'
several
Ladies Quartette
weeks but is improvine.
in the
two more chances if they fail on Monday and set his
Arno Voelkel writes from
'19 class. Mr. Carter is better Vocal Solo - Miss Clara Martin
....
Rev. J. S. Russell came down any brancnes.
Orchestra
.
Camp
Merritt, N. J. not to send
satisfied with his old Ford than
Fred Meffert and wif'
from Dawson Monday returning
Star Spangled Banner
his
till
he
advises
he
before
was
us
price
where
the
in
moved
raise
from the
Tuesday. He is looking well and
Attend the Water Meeting
Admission 25c and 35c No re to send it, which means he is go apartments
new
of
one3.
to the Roy property
Tonight
Dawson seems to agree with him
served seats. .
ing across
north of the Church this week.
-
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Community Hall

Entertainment.
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March 16th
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THE

FOREIGN

All EPITOME OF
LATE LIVE NEWS
CONDENSED

RECORD

OF

THE

PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

DOINGS,

ACHIEVE.

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Wntara Nawspapsr Union nsws

wnn

ABOUT THE WAR
The French repulsed German raldi
on the Verdun front
Troops and supplies (or Pershing's
forces now are moving to France on
schedule time.
American troops axe now holding
over eight tulles of trenches on the
battle front of France.
Eighteen British merchantmen were
sunk by mine or submarine in the
week ending March 5.
London reports a raid attempted by
the enemy east of Epehy, under cover
of a heavy artillery barrage, complete
ly repulsed.
The war office announces that for
the first week of March British casu
altles were 3,343, the lowest of any
week for several months.
Rome reports reciprocal firing ac
tivity and effective work by Italian
airships. Also that a British aviator
brought down a hostile machine.
Eleven persons were killed and
others were injured in Wed
nesday night's airplane raid on Lon
don, according to the latest reports.
Narva, 100 miles southwest of
has been captured by the Ger
mans and the enemy is reported to be
continuing bis advance on Petrograd.
The American steamship Armenia,
formerly a German merchantman, lies
beached and badly damaged on the
British coast after being torpedoed by
a German submarine.
"We have acquired a direct free
route via Russia to Persia and Afghan
istan," says a dispatch from the Wolff
l
bureau, the German
agency, received at The Hague.
Forty-threAmerican soldiers had
been killed in action In France at the
end of March 2, while 252 had been
wounded and thirty-fivcaptured or
missing, according to wasningion war
Department information.
Premier Clemenceau, who spent a
day on the American front nprthwesl
of Tout, decorated two lieutenants,
two sergeants and two privates with
the croiz de guerre with the palm for
heroism which they displayed In the
recent German raid.
Serious fighting has taken place on
the
Sector of the Brit
ish front, according to the official
statement Issued by the British war
office in London. A German attack
on a front of more than a mile com
pelled some of the British advance
poBts to fall back, but later a counter
attack
the British line.
A preliminary peace treaty between
Rumania and the Central Powers was
signed March 5, says a dispatch from
Bucharest. Under the terms of the
preliminary peace agreement, Ruma
nia cedes the province of Dobrudja as
far as the Danube to the central powers. Rumania also undertakes to fur
ther the transport of Teutonic troops
through Moldavia and Bessarabia to
Odessa.
forty-si-

SPANISH-AMERICA-

x

semi-officia-

e

e

Yprea-Dlxmud- e

WESTERN
Governor Hunt announced the call
lng of a special session of the Ari
sona Legislature at a date to be later
fixed, probably in June.
"The one real business of the nation is to win the war now everything else is merely 'chores,' " Will
M. Hays, chairman of the Republican
National committee, declared In Chi
cago.

Three slices of bread a day without
butter and coffee is the ration allowed
to each person in Norway, according
to E. Luldvig, a prominent business
man of the country, who was In Den
ver for a few days.
Tom and John Powers and Tom Sis- son, who killed Sheriff R. F. McBride,
Undersheriff M. R. Kempton and
Deputy Sheriff D. K. Wooten of Gra
ham county, Feb. 10, were caught by
soldiers of a cavalry regiment, 35
miles south of Nachita, only a short
distance from the International boun
dary, according to word received at
Douglas, Arii.

.WASHINGTON
Designating May 1 as an international memorial day for those losing
their Uves in the war against Prussian autocracy was proposed in a resolution introduced by Senator Polndex- ter of Washington. The resolution
proposes to Invite the allies to fix the
same date.
More than $12,000,000,000 worth of
Insurance has been written on the
Uves of American soldiers, 'sailors and
' nurses by the war risk insurance bureau, Secretary McAdoo announced.
A substantial American army already Is in the trenches on the western front, and Secretary Baker has indicated that there may be at least
1,000,000 troops In France during 1918.
- The interest date on loans to allies
has been raised from 4 per cent to
5 per cent, as a result of the recent
increase in the rate on certificates of
Indebtedness from 4 to 4 per cent.

Russians may back out of peace
agreement with Germany.
Admiral Chen Pin Kuan, former minister of the navy, was assassinated at
Canton, China. The assassin escaped.
John E. Redmond, the Irish Nationalist leader, died in London. Death was
due lo heart failure, following a recent
operation for an Intestinal obstruction.The Spanish cabinet, recently reconstructed by the Marquis De Alhucemas, who in addition to being premier
held the portfolio of foreign affairs,
resigned.
Moscow Is to be declared the new
capital of Russia and the government
proposes to publish a statement to this
effect. Petrograd will be proclaimed
a free port.
A San Juan, Porto Rico dispatch
says ten thousand cane field laborers
in the eastern end of the island are
on strike, causing the closing down
of three sugar centrals.
Mai James R. Barbour of the American Red Cross, and Ralph Preston of
the American relief clearing house,
have been decorated with the legion of
honor by the French government.
The Finnish government has asked
the German emperor to appoint Prince
Oscar, the fifth Bon of the emperor,
king of Finland, the Afton Tidningen
of Stockholm says It learns from diplomatic circles.
Great Britain's loans to her allies up
to Feb. 9 had totaled
1,264 000,000,
Andrew Bonar Law, chancellor of the
exchequer, announced In the House of
Commons.
Loans to the dominions
had reached the sum of 180,000,000.
An agreement has been arrived at
between the consular corps at Harbin,
Manchuria, railway officials and the
Chinese customs service to permit the
export of foodstuffs by way of Irkutsk
and Vladivostok and also for the shlD
ment of Manchurian products to Vladi
vostok for export to the allies.
Five of thirty Mexican bandits who
raided the Tom East ranch, south of
Hebronville, have been killed by
posses headed by Texas rangers, and
thirteen others of the band have been
located and will be "accounted for,"
according to a message received at
Corpus Christl, Tex., from Hebronville.
None of the posse members was in
Japan, according to a dispatch from
Tlen-Tslto the Dally Mall, is reported to have Intimated that she
,

Pithy News Items
Gathered From All Over

Means Has
Monopoly of Virtues.

Modern Life by

New Mexico

d

No

DESTR0YST0V7NS

knd Prominent Among the 'Things It
WenUrn Newspaper Union Kw Service.
Lacks Is That "Nelghborllness"
COMINO EVENTS.
That Meant - 8o Much in
9
March
Annual convention New
the Bygone Years.
Mexico Woolgrowers' Association at

KILLED

AND

The Tucumcari Masonic
dedicated its new hall.
Ralph Enos of Santa Fe has been
promoted from a sergeant to second
lieutenant.
Extensive repairs are to be made on
the electric light and power plant in
Las Vegas.
The first Christian congregation of
East Las Vegas expects to erect a new
church building.
The Gallup Woman's Club has organized a war department to work for
'
the Red CroBS.
"Uncle Joe" Clements of Roswell,
the veteran sheep man, will this year
lodge has

lamb 10,000 ewes.

The Presbyterians of Raton expect
to erect a new manse to be occupied
by the pastor and bis family.
The Jarllla Reduction Company of
Oro Grande filed incorporation papers,
the capitalization being $50,000.
Mrs. Harry L. Wilson has been
named Library Publicity Director for
the state by the Food Administration.
A baby girl, evidently having been
born only a few hours earlier was
found under the Hondo bridge at Roswell.
Thieves broke into a store at Des
Moines and carried away about 20
pairs of fine shoes and two boxes of
hose.
The Carlsbad Ginning Company has
season,
finished its run for the 1917-1and announces the total output as 606
bales of cotton.
The Santa Fe Woman's Club has
sent $108.20, the proceeds of a motion
picture show, to the Syrian and Armenian relief fund.
Mrs. Howard Huey of Santa Fe has
been appointed chairman of the Woman's Liberty Loan committee of the
state of New Mexico.
Luis Zla and Juan Martinez, recently
8

one-hal-

Car-rizoz-

is a product of rural
localities that deserves transplantation
to cities, and sedulous nurture there
that It may continue to grow. "Who,
then, is my neighbor?" the man "In
the city pent" asks himself, as he regards a row of similar house fronts
and reflects on the fact that he hat
only a nodding acquaintance at best
with the majority of the Inmates.
Independence
Is fostered by the
conditions of living in the country. Ordinarily we do not need the help of
the next house, near or far. But let
Are come, or a destructive storm, or
a predatory visitor, or a serious Illness, and the neighbor may be as welcome as angels.
City life Is often a battle of the
strong, because there are crowds and
there are mony mojiths to feed and
many shuflllng feet to be shod. If we
let ourselves think of it, the vast multitude of Identities striving to establish themselves is almost terrifying.
Where did so many people come from?
Where are they going? How are they
to find a lodging for the night? Each
of the moving swarm is the center of
a circle of friends. The humblest, unless deeply unfortunate, has ties that
bind him to earth and make life
la a degree dear to him.
Out of the pagan wilderness to the
urban lights and roarings comes bucolic youth. What will the city do to
that unsophlstieation? Or In what
Nelghborllness

ill!

AVO DED

INJURED

WHEN STORM 8WEEP8 PATH
FOURTH

MILE WIDE.

Canton, Ohio. "I suffered from st
female trouble which caused me much
sunenng, and
two-doctor-

pi

18-1-

Albuquerque.
October Annual meeting" New Mexico
Public Health Association,

IIS JOYO

HOW

OPEIiAT Oil
MANY

sentenced at Albuquerque to the state
penitentiary, likely will be deported
to Old Mexico, their home. M. B. Prlngle and his wife, who own
f
two and
acres of Mimbres valley land at Hondale, made a profit last
year of $679.20 on their little farm.
A double tragedy occurred at
Carcelino Carbojal shot and
instantly killed his wife and probably
fatally wounded Narciso Mubtoya.
daughter
Elmyra Cooper,
SPORT
of J. W. Cooper of Monument, was inEarl Puryear, Denver bantamweight,
stantly killed when an automobile in
won the decision over Billy Cepak,
which she was riding turned over.
Chicago, in a
bout at Fort
U. S. District Judge Colin Neblett
Sheridan, 111.
L. Lewis to serve
The United States Food Administra- sentenced William
30 days In the Santa Fe county Jail
tion Is taking a more determined stand
selling liquor to a soldier at Dem-inthan ever to prevent the hoarding and for
waste of flour and sugar.
William Harris, colored, is accused
At Camp Custer, Mich., women
of having stolen $280 and personal efnurses of the base hospital will learn
colored gentleman
boxing under the instruction of Charlie fects from another
with whom he spent the night in
White, division boxing instructor.
Raton.
The Yanks were further reinforced
Twenty-eigh- t
tracts of land comprisin ílew York by the arrival of signed
aggregate area of 48,320.71
ing
an
contracts from Outfielder Camp, In
county
fielder Ward and Pitcher McGraw all acres were sold at the Colfax
court house by State Land Commisyoungsters.
sioner Ervlen.
GENERAL
Ten sheep clubs are to be formed
The steamer City of Parkersburg in northern Union county, according
was sunk at Ironton, Ohio, In thirty
to present plans. Not less than ten
feet of water after hitting a sunken nor more than sixteen owners will
barge. There were no casualties.
compose each club.
President Carranza issued a call for
Probate Judge J. C. Williams of
an extraordinary session of Congress
county, has been held to the fedQuay
to meet April 1 for the purpose of
framing laws for the election of depu- eral grand Jury in Santa Fe in April
ties, senators and president of the re- to answer to the charge of violating
the selective draft law.
public of Mexico.
The new Colorado & Southern staMeatless meal scheme is temporarily
tion at Mt. Dora has been completed.
abandoned.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Bates, of near
Field Marshal von Hindenburg
drinks beer, wine and whisky "until he Logan, were shot, and Geo. C. Hawis purple in the face," Mme. Laura kins is alleged to have done the shoot
Turcznowlcz, an American married to ing after a quarrel over the upkeep of
a Pole, declared in New York. She ob- a gate between the adjoining farms.
Of the 35 men who left Grant county
served Von Hindenburg's dissipations
when he quartered himself in her with the New Mexico contingent of
housj in Poland in 1915, she said.
the draft army, a large number
Formation of a national dry federa- claimed no deferred classification, and
tion, which will be composed of prac some offered to go before their turns.
Governor Llndsey and members of
tically every leading prohibition soci
ety, in the country and will be the big his staff went to Los Angeles and then
gest organization in the world oppos direct to Camp Kearny, Linda Vista,
ing liquor, was announced in Chicago. as the guests of General Strong, com
William Jennings Bryan is president mandant, where they viewed the great
of tne organization, and active speak- parade.
ing campaigns will be started.
Bear grass or soap weed is being
Fifty-on- e
delegates to the Prohibi cut in large quantities In the Portales
tion national convention bolted to the section, cured, baled and shipped to
new National party, and approximateSt. Louis. This produces a good fiber,
ly 100 others, including National Com- much like sisal. So far about 40 cars
mittee Chairman Virgil G. Hinshaw, have been shipped.
signified their Intention of joining the
"Food Production, Food Conserva
new party, which was formed by Sotion," and "AH for Our Country," was
cialists who bolted from the St. Louis the underlying themes of the program
convention. The action was taken be- of the annual convention of the New
cause of the failure of the Prohibition Mexico Cattle and Horse Growers' As
convention to vote for a merger with sociation at Las Vegas.
the Nationals.
with the de
In order to
Women in uniform or members of
parties containing women in uniform partment of labor, which desires that
cannot be served alcoholic beverages the older boys of the country be re- In leading uptown hotels in New York leased for employment as early in the
Lord Robert Cecil, minister of block spring as possible, the board of edu
ade, In a statement, pointed out the cation at Tucumcari has decided to
seriousness of the German menace in order sessions of school held on SatSiberia and urged Japanese interven- urdays from now until the end of the
term. This will enable the schools
tion there.
The condition of George Von L. Mey to dismiss on May 4 instead of May 17.
er, who has been ill at his home in
Two thousand dollars has been
Boston for several weeks with a tumor raised by the people of Hot Springs
of the liver was more serious and phy- for the construction of a road from
sicians said there was little hope of that place to the Elephant Butte dam.
his recovery.
would welcome Chinese
In the event that extreme measures
were necessary in Siberia, thus desir
ing to demonstrate her unselfishness
The Chinese government, it is added,
is said to have obtained documentary
proof that the Germans have made
definite offers of assistance to Russian revolutionary leaders if they
would cause trouble.
f
4ured.

GOOD III OLD DAYS CYCLONE IN OHIO

THEATER

WALL

FAILS

that I

'isj

TEN CHILDREN AND TWO ADULTS
PERISH AND 53 HURT AT

Wtstsrn Newspaper Union News Service.
Tiffin, Ohio, March 11. A tornado
vl3lted the west and middle portions
of Seneca county early Sunday morning, causing thousands of dollars'
worth of damage. Many buildings here
were carried from their foundations
and set down in adjacent fields.

would have
to go through an
operation before I
could

get well.

"My mother, who-habeen helped by
LydiaE.Pinkham'a

Vegetable

Com-poun-

d,

advised me
to try it before
an operation. It relieved me

KY.

WINCHESTER,

decided

from hit trouble

so I can do my house work without any
difficulty. I advise any woman who fa
afflicted with female troubles to give
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a trial and it will do as much for
them." Mrs. Maris Boyd, 1421 6th
St, N. E., Canton, Ohio.
Sometimes there are serious condi-

tions where a hospital operation is the
only alternative, but on the other hand
so many women nave been cured by this
Lima, Ohio, March 11. Five persons famous root and herb remedy, Lydia E.
are known to be dead, several others Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, after
ah operation was
are reported killed, scores are injured, doctors have said that
every woman who wants
scores of homes were completely or necessary
to avoid an operation should give it s
partially demolished and hundreds of fair trial before submitting; to such s
barns and outbuildings were razed trying ordeal
by the tornado which traveled across
If complications exist, write to Lydia
northwestern Ohio Saturday evening. E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.,
Estimates of property damage range for advice. The result of many years
experience is at your service.
from $1,000,000 to $5,000,000.
any
No serious damage was done in
. w v ... i i.isHni wsraeei
of the larger cities. Most of the deCOLDS AND Li CRIPpr
A.k r
struction was in country districts. The
TAB1ETI
25c
tornado began in Van Wert county, on
lf CCSl
Mi,..m
All éragtif xU then.
state line, and then
the
traveled In a northeasterly direction.
He'd Paid the Bills.
Towns suffering the most were Van
"How did Weds happen to runrry
Lima,
Convoy,
Middlepolnt,
Wert;
a dressmaker ?" "For her money. She
way will Its rugged, Innocent power In Deshler, Hamler, Continental, Ottawa, niiule nil of his first wife's clothes."
Holgate,
Napoleon,
Miller
Findlay,
city?
upon
the
time come to prevail
Your' shrewdest, hardest captain of City and Tiffin.
business closes his eyes at his desk
Findlay, Ohio. Damage estimated
and Is taken back to murmurous
Girls! Use Lemons!
and bees, to the aroma of at $200,000 was done in Hancock counhay, of klne, of burning leaves, to ty when the tornado swept through
Make a Bleaching,
the sound of the whetted scythe or here.
the sight of baked apples In the winVan Wert, Ohio. Four persons are
dow of the woodshed.
Beautifying Cream
Why can't they brown flapjacks or known to be dead, several are in a loor
sauce
bake beans or concoct apple
cal hospital more or less seriously incook oatmeal as they did down on the jured, between twenty-fivand fifty
The Juice of two fresh lemons strainfarm?
farm homes are completely or partly
The table was always big enough demolished, and scores of barns and ed Into a bottle containing three ounces
for the unexpected guest. An egg or outbuildings were blown down by the of orchard white makes a whole quara quart of milk was no such great tornado which swept this county Sat- ter pint of the most remarkable lemon
event as It is in the city. There used urday evening.
skin beautlfler at about the cost one
to be time, too, to settle the affairs
The financial loss In the county is must pay for a small Jar of the ordiof the borough and the nation, to dis- estimated at from $500,000 to $1,000,-000- . nary cold creams. Care should be takcuss Horace Dreeley, and to wind the
en to strain the lemon juice through a
The tornado first struck at
clock, between supper and early bedtraveling northeast across fine cloth so no lemon pulp gets in,
time.
Harrison, Pleasant and Union town- then this lotion will keep fresh for
We have filtration, and the vacuum ships.
months. Every woman knows that lem"
cleaner, and the servant question, and
v
on juice Is used to bleach and remove
all the other city advantages. But
Ky. Twelve persons such blemishes fts freckles, sallowness
Wlnchester,
it was something to know the neigh- were killed, ten of whom were chil- and tnn and Is the ideal skin softener,
bors,, and somehow or other "the men dren, twenty-thre- e
persons so severely smoothener and beautlfler.
that were boys when I was a boy" injured it was found necessary to reJust try itl Get three ounces of
mean something in a lifetime that the
move them to the Clark county hos- orchard white at any pharmacy and
ambitious,
brisk,
two lemons from the grocer and make
segeneration does not convey. pital, and about thirty others less
up a quarter pint of this sweetly frariously
here
when
a
the
hurt
walls
of
It would do these
grant lemon lotion and massage It daily
fellows good to study the large, leis- burned building adjoining a moving
into the face, neck, arms and hands. It
urely, tranqullizlng ways of their fore- picture theater collapsed, crushing in naturally
should help to soften, freshroof.
its
bears in the days when "civilization"
en, bleach and bring out the roses and
was not on a tear from the cheap lunch
SLAV FORCES TO AID JAPAN.
beauty of any skin. It Is simply marto the bargain counter, and home was
not a way station betwixt the Joy Russians Await Landing of Troops at velous to smoothen rough, red hands.
4dv.
ride and the moving pictures. PhilaVladivostok to Enter 81berla.
Ledger.
delphia Public
Petrograd, March 11. The Pravda,
He Couldn't Stand It
organ of the Bolshevik!, prints a disShe "At least a mirror doesn't AntMatchless.
patch from Irkutsk which says:
ler one." He "No ; that Is why I nevThe treasurer of a certain Indian
of the council of er look in one."
"The
apolla concern desired to smoke while ministers of revolutionary Russia,
at the office Monday morning. Feeling Prince Lvoff, has constituted In the
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
In his pocket he discovered he had no far East a new Russian government
Pleasant Pellets. They regu-at- e
matches. He went to some of the oth- which at present has its seat at Pe- ?lerce's
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.
er employees of the office, who also king, and which Is awaiting the landd
were without the
match. ing cf Japanese troops at Vladivostok
Some men work an empty honor for
He sent the office boy to the drug store in order to. enter Siberian territory ill there is in It.
for a box. He returned In a few min- with them. Telegraphic communicautes with word that drug stores could tion between Vladivostok and Irkutsk
"Nothing is new under the sun!"
sell only drugs on Monday. Suddenly is interrupted. The soviet of Vladivos- How about the 1913 weather records?
remembering that he could surely get tok is mobilizing its forces for resistone in the cafeteria downstairs,
ance and is forming a Red army."
he was told by one of the maids that
the matches were in a locked closet FRENCH LAUD
WAS DISCOURAGED
AMERICAN VALOR.
and one of the cooks who had just left
Lost 65 Pounds in Weight and
had the keys. One of the maids suggested that he light his cigar on one After U. 8. Troops Oust Foe From
Had to Give Up Work. Has Been
of the gas burners that had not been
Ground Won In Lorraine.
Well Since Using Doan's.
turned off. Seizing the opportunity
Washington, March 11. German
as his last chance he returned to his
"Being
exposed to extreme heat
troops
in their attack on Lorraine on when working
office, where he spent so much time
ns an engineer, and
night
of
4
March
twice
gained
the
a
going
then
outdoors to cool off,
talking about it that the cigar went
footing in the American trenches, only
caused my kidney trouble," says
out. Indianapolis News.
Karl Goerlng, 8513 N. Orkney St.,
to be driven out in fierce fightina:. An
Philadelphia, Pn. "In cold .weath
dispatch
from
official
giving
France
Saving Coal In Switzerland.
er and when it was
the French view of the encounter said damp,
my joints and
c
energy for
The use of
Americans showed a "rare quality muscles would swell
heaters in Switzerland, where coal is the courage,
and ache and often my
and calm
Imported at a high price, is reported of
limbs were so badly afto cost only half as much In some In- bravery which won them the admirafected it was only with
of the neighboring French troops
tion
great misery I was able
dustrial establishments as heating
with live steam. Workrooms are kept and the hearty congratulations of the to eet around. For a
week I was laid . up ln
.
at comfortable temperature, but for French high command."
t
j
i
Newton D. Baker, the American secrooms little used a moderate heating
move hand or foot.
is obtained from electric currents taken retary of war, with a staff of seven
"Another trouble was from Irregular and scanty passages of the
"
during
periods.
In a tex- persons, arrived at a French seaport
kidney
secretions. I became dull
tile factory where yarn was formerly on an American armored cruiser.
and weak and had to give up my
German attacks failed in the Bols
dried by air passing over steam pipes,
work. Headaches and dizzy spells
the heat is now supplied by 48 elec- Le Petre Reillon and Letrlcourt secnearly blinded me and I went from
Nothing
tric resistance heaters, behind which tors, according to the Paris official 205 to 200 in weight
helped me und I felt 1 was doomed
wide nets are placed to catch sparks statement issued by the war office.
to suffer.
The American army has lost 958
in case of a short circuit
"At last I had the good fortune to
men in France and 5,763 men in the
hear of Doan's Kidney POU and
United States in the last seven
taking them. I soon got back
The Trouble. ,
my strength and weight and all the
"Why did yonr friend claim immu- months.
rheumatic pains and other kidney
nity for prostration from war service,
troubles left. I have remained
MULLIGAN
FRANK
FOUND
GUILTY
when all he has been doing Is to
cured." Bvoom to More me,
Brighton, Coto. The Adams county WM. EL M'MUNN, Notary Public.
shuck oysters?"
"That's right You see, he didn't Jury returned a verdict convicting forU Doan's at Anr Star. 60e Ba
dream there would be so much work mer Denver City Detective Frank H.
in that Job, and so he's suffering from Mulligan of the charge of complicity
CO, BUFFALO. N. Y.
in the holdup and robbery of, Mrs.
shell shock."
Harry T. Nolan and the Rev. Father
Garrett J. Burke in the Model road
Cause for Worry.
IRRITATING COUGHS
Patience I don't know what I shall house early fh the morning of Jan. 2.
Promptly treat coaghs, colds, hoarseness,
do for furs next summer.
bronchitis and similar inflamed and irritated
Former Cabinet Member Dies.
conditions of the throat witha tested remedy
Patrice What's the cause for
Boston. George von L. Meyer, forworry?
mer cabinet member and diplomat,
"Why, It's been so cold this winter died at bis home here Saturday night
they'll be all worn out by summer."
after an illness of several weeks.
Ohio-Indian- a
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CASCARAN QUININE
Tha eld famllf rtmedy-- to tables
fans aaf. aura, aaa o taka. N
opiataa m aopleaaaat aftat fffct:
i. i a hMivJiin la a
Money backlfttfalW. ÓMtht

Tale of the War and Piemen Three of Houston

'

i.
da. aenuuia

i

.
.
i
dob w
wum luivuuyi. Annfini WA1
c.u n
uuma
Jacob ana samuei ana mi
V td Top and Ur.
HOUSTON.
trpnrhpfl.
Tf thev -meet OD With ft
fKAnUlnA
M .Ai,iiAwa
ihA
Hill's
fn
mt
.
mm IV ocu yiva u ouiuici a u iuw uwuwtv
MTabiatalatlSa.
my Maj.
war. complete and with spare parts, owned and operated personally
TM
Of
I, ..II
rt.
At Any Druf Stsra
A I, ,11,, iwimmnnflor
UtfU, VICUI(jtJ
Thirty-thirdivision, they will detour
HEAVES Tlf HOKSES CAM Bl
as widely as the terrain permits.
KKI.IKVBU
rv..
nufe ...nr lutfua hila tlMy
This tale of the Piemen Three and
KIIt
ara oBoring wttn HeaTaa. UnHBHTfl1
restarted
war
Interrupted
M
lia 1Avm
twice
.ith
the
Tonic, Phyale Ball and
Horaa
cently.
SMk
a
HKAVS rOWDÍB-WA tnatiunt that will anabla ynor
Sunlight gleamed upon No Man's
bonoa to On more wor wltn lf
HtfadthaPBAtTirALHom
Land of the Camp Logan battlefield.
Bend tor f ma book'VllIHlMlK.
let on Abortion In Oowt. If Da deal"
It glinted from rifle barrels of sentries
gazing through wire entanglements at If. IiiM lent' tt. Ct, IOS mil íimm, WMkiriil, Wlfc
the "German" trenches 60 yards away.
. Opl
Wataon
Then Jacob and Samuel ana bit,
atant Lawrar.vv unioiioa,
porintf nothing for wars or rumors
DO aarioa ana dooh
katairaHonabla. Hlfhaatrafaranoaa, Jtaataarrloaa
T umi
...
nd with a laree basket, skirted the wire
.n. iuiv v' Man'
,.
"M
lucicui, naiftcu
'
trench,
iney
American
entanglements and walked along the parapet of an
shouted :
"Pies I Who wants a pie? Pies I"
The war stopped right there.
firingra ten- eatingD Die. Americas sentries
.
""
Aiuti ik a o n w iui antv nn tho
pie, looked at the German trench and took another
Jacob and Samuel and Ell began to cougn ; uui ncyi uu
then they looked up.
and Samuel and Ell started involuntarily to weep-a- nd
Something In the
them.
around
was
all
Smoke from the "German" trench
wildly and fast
W. N. U.f DENVER, NO.
smoke made the tears trickle down their cheeks. They ran
They found out later they'd been. "gassed." i
Infix
Alnn
nlt
-rrk..a.ln
Described.
Jacob and Samuel ana Eli came dbck agnm xumnuaj
trench
Land, not heeding guns. But Samuel kept both eyes on the "German
"Pa, what is red tupe?"
"Ited tape, my boy, is the governfor smoke.
string to efficiency's
"Pies I Who wants a pie? Pies I" they enea.
ment
stopped dead
They were regular Joshuas, for like Joshua's sun, the war
.
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Clear Pimples
With Cuticura
And Be Happy
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still.

Wlmnu tnrn " shnlltfid a RPUtW.
gunner.
"Here, buddy; I'll take lemon cream," cried a machine
From all sides the "grim warriors" came crowding up.
r,
i on
n . tour of insneotlon. came Into the trench ana
and
found his fighters' faces burled in mince .apple custard
Well, when the Piemen xnree were uruuBuv uj
headquarters, it was
eric L. Huldekoper, division adjutant, In division disobeying a rule against
camp
for
from
two of them had been barred
exchanges.
selling pies to soldiers except through the regimental
Huldekoper.
Major
ordered
stockade,"
to
the
"Take 'era
s
war to sell plea
Jacob and Samuel and Ell Bunln won't Interrupt another
front-lin- e
trenches.
In
the
soldiers
to

i

s.u.

THE RED CROSS NURSES OF EUROPE
ARE GIVING TOASTED
CIGARETTES TO THE BOYS

--- --

To anyone who doesn't know of tha
wonderful advances that have been made
iln tha nrmaration of smokintr tobaccos
in the last few years it may sound strange
to speak of toasted cigarettes.
e
Strictly speaking, we should say
made of toasted tobacco; the smok
ers of this country will recognize it more
readily by its trade name, "LUCKY
Economy
Find
toasted cigarette.
Greenwich
STRIKE
The American Tobacco Company aro
Humming
y lights
Greenwich village, that land of embryo Hterar anything producing millions of these toasted cigaYORK.- -In
or ; most
NEW
nomads and "first families," they are prepared
rettes and these are being bought In
war
me
along.
ueKu
Wüen
come
through the various
to
choose
tnirht
enormous - quantities
thnt
.
.
a
t
j I.
world trasned and sat back quite
tobacco tunas conauctea uy xne newsforwarded
plalnlj
and
papers of the country
It was the man within the
stunned. But they didn't feel unrest
trying-ou- t
process his will be a master
Society
the boy
to
the
lighted
tney
Cross
Red
through
Instead,
the
spirit
Village.
that
form,
the
clad
Greenwich
in
ful, leading, helpful spirit wnicn me
in Just began to allow their hair to grow
in France.
spirits of all must acknowledge, re kindly eye, the love that promptea
tongue to utter appeals, to give timely a little longer, took a few more beans
This new process of treating tobacco
spect and submit to.
warnings and to promise contentment, out of the soup and ripped away one
not only improves the flavor of the tobacco
In His Day.
prosperity and happiness to all who of the two postage stamps usually
but it seals in this flavor and makes
w of the Dresent day can hardly would live right one toward another, worn as clothing. And the village felt
the cigarettes keep better.
conceive of the conditions existing In thus pleasing God and making for secure and happy that tt was doing us
The Red Cross nurse is always glad to
peace and good will on earth.
the British Islands in his day.
bit
have a cigarette for the wounaea somier,
ana
couia
were
Celts
heathen
Great he was Indeed, else he
As an example of the way they are
Patrick's Useful Life and Good Thn nntive
as, in most Instances, that is the first
brutish, and had no higher ambition not have done so great good toward tnrtQ0rvtncr on clothing material, the
I
thing asked for. Adv.
Posito
Works Entitle Him
than to exist, unless it was to rob all men.
rinncea being held In Webster hall
verycehogs
o
cattle,
their
they
of
BecenUy
neighboring tribes
Exceptions.
be Investigated,
tion of Eminence.
and fair women. Physically they were PLANT LONG HELD SACRED
"Do you believe beauty is In the eye
arfa rs, ana mere was very nun
It
occasions, when
wohBtpr hall on
strong, vigorous and emotional, ana
f the holder?"
Time was wnen tue iu dic4ji.v.
good nature, wit and soof
possessed
had
"Not if the holder squints."
g.rls
a
the
deemed
Is
was
Shamrock
MATTER
the
Which
of
Clover,
comPLA3E OF BIRTH NO
-as
degree
cial feeling In a marked
the Station nouse ruuuu iuc i""-no turn
ur
Thought
Much
Was
Species,
entering
uníe
Lod, have been instructed to arrest on sight all
T7ui T?od C.mnA Baa Blue;
1Da 'liennw
pared with the Inhabitants of other
men tt is
by the Ancient Greeks.
Ulnnds.
of black paint and a emlle on their touch better thn liquid blue. Delights
a
daub
more
than
with
hall
Webster
the laundreis. All grocers. Adv.
Certain He Wat a True Irlihman and
Kntinir this. St. Patrick must have
.
Tt ia difficult to say what was the bodies. .
,
r
u.2
Accomplished Much for the Wei-far- e
concluded there was something here to
nriffinnl shamrock, trefoil or Hero 'inn
Now They Don't Speak.
of the Race During Hie
work on, something good; and seeing
I wish I were half as prettj
- lty. The leaf now recognized as the
Carrye
asto
command
his
Island.
as
this he took it
on
Sojurn on the
Dazes
tne
wnite
of
Filmy
Is
emblem
in
that
Girl
national
Ethel.
social
lis
int In the develoDirient of the
IMIth What fl RlllV Wish!
riover. hut the name shamrock Is
of the reasons why St. disposition and good feelings of these generic and is applied also to the
fll.
nlnkfrooa hor hlflCk CUrlS
noonlp1 Pntrick Is such a favorite the
Heal Baby Rashes
or tnem, purple clover, the speedwell, tne pim
I anrlfl over is that he was so Tío thprpfore became oneconfidence
nernel and to the wood sorrel.
That itch, burn and torture. A hot
won
thair
them,
much
with
lived
hadn't
He
Vl.rv human.
The clover of two or four leaves
Cuticura Soap bath gives instant recommanded their respect, in or
Gun Hill road, snoruy lief when followed by a gentle appliof a chance when a boy, but he made nni
of
the
hospital,
festivals
war
in
the
wna
held
sacred
an
leaaer
efficient
not der that he might be
the best of what he had. If he had
before 3 a. m., and said :
cation of Cuticura Ointment. For free
nprnslonallv went abroad and nreeks. The one of four leaves, when
ha unnlrl hfivn been a hocherd all the h
to
Insure
supposed
Is
"I am a friend of yours."
about,
carried
samples address, "Cuticura, Dept. X,
church,
of
the
fathers
In
the
under
slave,
studied
rt.iv nf his Ufe. He was a
power
forgot to say "Ad- Boston." At druggists and by mall.
the
Barnett
confer
and
play
Private
success
at
con
to
powerful
most
is
very truth, being bound to a pagan hog for religion
vance, friend, and give the counter-ata- n Soap 25, Ointment 25 and 50. Adv.
detectlnir evil sDlrits. The lover
trol the feelings and change the aspl of
he will
and
pillow
i" ti lust stood and blinked.
raiser In Britain.
his
put
may
under
It
raMonci of men.
But you can't keep a good man down
beloved, or tne mamen
know Uncle Sam's boys are all
his
When a gossip tells you anything
of
"I
dream
may
been
have
he
what
No matter
rwl thnt'a n fnct.
young woman you can make money by betting that
shoe
sweetheart's
mine,"
the
Into
her
may
slip
It
of
friends
was a true Irishman.
"And I it isn't so.
'
If all the legends be true, which can- born, he
without his knowledge ana it win in
in the nightdress continued.
nnssihle. ' Patrlek was a fa- A Real Man.
ho,,n
anre his safe return from any Journey,
11(4 VI' J ho 1
will take care of me."
they
know
prevent the
mritn nrnons the ladles, even making
Privo to Harnett recovered his vo
There are those who regard St. Pat Tt mnv he emnloved to
imnrpssion on the cood St. Bridget
military
a
into
being
drawn
and said: "Who are you?
wearer's
because
less,
or
nowers
more
cal
rick as a fakir
Maybe this was before they became of the miracles he Is said to have service, is said to be a cure for lunacy,
here."
cold
of
die
You'll
miss?
from,
you
are
Where
of course It was, for how could wroilffht.
cuint
renlled. waving- a blue- ...
and is still, among the Irish, regarded
u
tha irnnni
tk
..wo wnmnnhospital
1 am irom me jiuaimm, uktíc,
disthey be saints and be alive at the same
about two blocks
Aa far as known St. Patrick aia not as magical, even sacred. Snakes
and
home
hand and arm at the Montefiore
will not remain wlth-col- d
time?
Sam from the window
Uncle
boys
of
you
watching
claim to have miraculous power, nor like it exceedingly and
been
have
"I
the east.
rtnwpver. there Is ouite a lot of writ to have driven the reptiles out or ire where it Is growing.
I lot out of.
you will take better care of me than they do here.
go
was help- shamrock is ?he widow
heaven
lngs, whether genuine or not, that
knew
that
Some say the four-lea- f
I
me
and
and a gust of wind caught
among
tn oi,nvu thnt he was a real nuraan
tnat
luck,
rule
others
of
been
shamrock
the
and
th
it hna nlwnvs
Ine me iret to you. I am very com.
lnvop Ann that dear Bridget was ex Ignorant and superstitious people to It is the
one that holds the
d
Barnett. ratner conruseu,
hnve
would
a
ceedingly fond of him, and
their religious teacners ana magic touch. This latter is rare and abouf wenty sum with large brown. eyes, red Hps and white teeth-l- nto
credit
fl wga notlfled,
married him could be have procured great leaders with having done some prized and Is said to grow from a
uy
wuere wo
room near
nmrvpioim or miraculous thing, witn- hodv. as the nettle Is said to
the consent of the church.
coffee was given her
be Iff-15
2; Yi
i
-something of the sort other igno spring from buried human remains. The hot
out
was L.uuan, buu uwi
-- wunHii Life and Works.
her
hurried
rouna
however,
wouia
"boys,"
people
must
be
superstitious
luck
of
shamrock
again.
The
and
rant
boys"
Sam's
From all that can be learned con not heed them.
put her to bed.
...i.hlni. without aeeklmr." When
home, where the doctors and nurses
th life and works of St. Pat
may never have been any rep thus discovered It should be Cherished back to the
Ther
rlok, he was a good man, and spent his tiles on this particular Island, it hav and preserved as an Invincible talis
his fel
life going about doing
ing been one of the last to rise up out man.
in
Man
lows.
of the salty sea.
At this time of the year people feel
more
Is
Tt ia not th fact that a man is ame
as you know, a good man
WAY
Sergeant
HIS
PAID
tired, listless, their blood is thin,
Weak,
.
.
n
Desk
Police
PATRICK
oMorntion
ST.
t,ii,iir roanoctert. more beloved and ex tn an wonderful thlnes. or to work mir
lived indoors and perhaps
they
have
their mental and bodily,
erts a greater Influence for good In acles, that makes him great really, but
expended
all
Hie
.
Hie "Confession." He Telle of
n mi. 6 a w.,
want to know how to
In 1881, and usea it
they
street
energy
fh community In whlcn ne is Known his ability to see and to comprenena In
and
beke
Custom Never Asked for
the wealthiest, the most the
renew their energy and stamina, overi
occupies the house, says that aoesni
truths concerning life, and to
Contributions.
come headaches and backaches, hava
explain how bones resembling those or. I
powerful or most favored. He may not earnestly desire to spread these among
nor
clear eyes, a sraootn, ruaay sum, uj
be in tne uu.
to
came
imc the people. This It is that commanas
beings
wear purple ana line linen,
human
Always chary of "sending round the
feel the exhilaration of real good healttt
headless specthe
explatn
sumptuously, but he is making the th attention of the livelier spirits,
does
it
nor
tingling thru their body. Good, pure,
plate," Patrick paid his own way ter frequently seen in the house. Corby
world better and Is, therefore, truly, and wins the respect and confidence of
rich, red blood is the best insurance;
Green Isle, as he emphat
- ana uw
through
the
or
uoa
ponce,son
sense,
a
Is laughed at by the
and In the highest
those who desire better things in tins ically relates In his "Confessions.
against ills of all kinds. Almost all
police are derided by Corby.
Thoro or numerous stories and leg life.
diseases come from impure and impov
baptized
"But when It happens that I
weeks the house has been
For
Such was St. Patrick.
erlshed blood. It is to be noticed in tha
ends concerning St. Patrick, some of
go many thousand men did I accept
"haunted," says Corby. There has
pale or pimply face, the tired, haggard
which may be true. But It matters
Splendid Type.
ever a screpall (a Celtic coin of the been the plaintive whine of an Infant,
appearance or the listless manner.
imio whether he was a Milesian born A
ap--It Is not the mere Human creature value of about six cents) from them?"
man
swlneDrink hot water a half hour before:
poor
;
headless
a
a
thing
son
of
one
for
in Snain. or a
return
will
I
me,
the
and
"Tell
but
things,
great
Pemeals,
and for a vegetable tonic there's
wrote.
accomplishes
H.
he
R.
Mrs.
Corby and
that
peared to ....
hPi il of1 the ereen Isle.
.
V.a
ordained
vi.-- II
better than Dr. Pierce's Golden
nothing
was
Lord
not
when
the
Or
you.
It
to
machine.
it
Tho hlstorv of the world shows that mnn within the
loudly
Discovery, the
cracked
ever";
mintime,
Medical
same
and
humility
my
com
people
toZ
night, at the
that
clergy through
th fleure seen by the
r andT
the mere circumstances of birth cuts
gratuherbal remedy, which has had such a
grace
was
times?
he
the
confer
In
for
the
admiration,
did
box
istry,
I
found
their
the
Corby
manded
When
hree
uorv amnll fleure in the matter or reai
boarding house slept fine reputation for fifty years. It
Anniin. nor was It the familiar itously? If I asked any of them even
It Is
grew so continuous and loud that not a roomer In the
no alcohol or narcotics.
otoco From earliest times the nnt anhourintr
I
me,
and
shoe,
that
tell
crook
my
Rhenherd's
nm
the value of
w
i
from Golden Seal root, Blood- made
men who have figured most promt vl i
the
which
Itfw
spent
in
W,ín
cellar,
rough, untutored men to will repay you more. I rather
which Corby found in the
Oregon grape root, yueeu s rooi,
ontw in world movements for tne Dei brought these
boues root,
glywith for you "as far as I was able, and
several bushels of slacked me and large
Black Cherry bark, extracted with
.
nt mnnkind have been of their knees and inspired them
and made Into tablets and liquid.
not was It the among you and, everywhere for you I which fell into dust when exposed to the air.
.
cerine
feellncs
amrahinfiil
lmmhlo orldn.
bo , but Tablets sixty cents, at most drug stores.
explanation fit
fnther that - aroused the endured many perils In distant places,
onornhi
The police have accepted Sergeant Fleck's cry,
In order to rise from the lowly birth mnHr
In order to Insure pure blood and tJ
or the head
or had
rapplngs
farther
and
been
had
the
In
hearts
rmdp
their
love
none
where
child's
nf
explained
the
Corby says they have not
build up the system try this tonic
station of Lincoln or of Moses, a manthe
ordain
or
baptize
controlling
to
J
a
come
became
It
ever
known as Dr. Pierce's Golden Medica
the true spirit of manll- ripened It until
, ,
less man who come and goes.
confirm the people."
clergy
or
Discovery, uetlt nowi
lives.
of
their
influence
severe
the
n,.
In h'm. If he survive
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poBtoflice in Roy, New Mexico.

HERE'S

TO

OLD

bLtSS

I

HP v

-

r mi

Th! oitioo, under God, (ball
have new birth of freedom,
nil that government of the
people, by the people, for the
people, ahull not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.

.1

it

f

"..

v-ta-

C

Y. P. S. C. E,

R oyGarage

i

and LIVERY

YOU WORK HARD

Cars Housed and Cared for

'

At Reasonable Rates.

GLORY, GOD
HERI

Repair Work

SlÍnÍÍ'

J. E. WILDMAN,

Proprietor

o

If anyone attempts to haul down
he American flag, shoot him on the
pot John A. Dix.

K

ü Y,

MyhaO. Defkees, President
Miss Lillian Gkiner, Sec'y.
Meets at the Christiin Church,
Roy, N. M every Sunday evening' at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visltorü.

1

CATHOLIC

Fl A RIM IT"

Mass twice each month 2d and
4th Sundays
at the Catholic
Roy, N. M.
Church.

WILL
FOR YOU

THEM1 IT

pVORK

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 30 p.m.

New Mex.

Rev. Fr.

Priest in charge,

ISN'T IT POSSIBLE FOR YOU TO DEPRIVE YOURSELF
OF SOME UTTLE UNNECESSARY EXTRANIGANCE AND
START A BANK ACCOUNT WITH THE MONEY?

A

Methodist Episcopal Church

YOU WORKED

FOR THAT MONEY 1 IT'S YOUfiS!
WHY TAKE CHANCES0 IT'S SAFE IN THIS BANK

ROY and' MILLS CIRCUIT
Regular Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a m and7:30 p m.

IF YOU HAVE PUT SOMETHING ASIDE, HAVE IT
SAFE IN OUR BANK.
FIRE CAN'T BURN IT, BURGLARS
AN'T STEAL IT AND YCU CAN'T LEND OR SPEND IT
0 EASILY.
--

j

Monday is Wheatless
Tuesday is Meatless
Wednesday is Wheatless
Friday is Meatless

i

Cheap Lands for

SALE

Saturday is Porkkss

o

One Wheatless One Meatless Why

not Buy a Home NOW
Ihe war is on it is true but,

Mea! Daily.

when it is over, all land will sell
high.-We
raise good crops of
The town of Lowden, Iowa,
wheat,
Corn,
Beans, Milo, SorGermon community is in for
panning by the press for a song ghums, all Garden Vegetables.
book which the School Board
I have all kinds of land for
adopted in the public Schools
SALE!
The following are the titles o
Do you want a well improved
some of the songs - "Austrian
farm?
I have it!
National Hymn, Our Fatherland
a
r
mi.
Do you want a large or small
un inou, my Austria,
ana
farm, with some improvements?
many others similiar.
I have it,
Lowden is in Cedar C'.unty,
Iowa, where Herbert Hoover
Do you want unimproved farm
sSid to have been born and near land, Ranch land,
or Town lots
West Branch where they threat or a Store building in
the best
ened to mob recruiting officers,
part of New Mqxico?

r.

,

ADVERTISED

LETTERS
Roy, Mora Co. New Mexico,

Jan. 2, 1918,
Tho following is a liat of letter
remaining in the Post Office, at
Roy, New Mexico for more than
fourteen days prior to Dec. 17
Mrs. Emma Watkins '
Andres Ornelaz
L. L. Gibbons
xue iiuuvu leuers win remain
ADVERTISED" for fourteen
uays and it unculled for at the
end of that time, same will be
sent to the Division of Dead Let
ters, San Francisco California.

.

When calling for above letters
please say "ADVERTISED."
One cent postage Due will be
collected on any of the above
.letters deliyered. '
Win.

O.Johnson,

P. M.

Wood

'
V
: rAll persons

;

intending to get
do
so at once. Best
wood should
and cheapest fuel for summer
use.
UPTON Bros,
Solano N. M.

BE PREPARED WITH

.

Farm For Sal e

WE ADD

One of the best half sections
of farm land on the mpsa, well
improved, price $3,600.
$2000.
cash time on balance.
1 mile north of Roy.
G.

BANK ACCOUNT.

Roy Trust & Savings Bank
PUBLIC NOTICE
OF ROY, NEW MEXICO.

WATER WORKS BOND ELECTION
Tuesday, April 2, 1918 "

Floersheim Mercantile Company,
Roy,
N.M.

-

trie

ciiil-Jrc-

TWO PIGS, wt

100 lbs. each

for sale.
T2 pd.

C. I. Knouff.

Mi mm 89
mm
tvSííi, r$!M

.

'

Get your stock in condition for
spring work, International and
Seneca Stock Foods, 10 percent
oif durir" '"ie month of March,
'
'IE W PHARMACY,
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the
beard of trustees of said Village of horses, four cattle, one pig, spring
wagon, house, household goods
Roy, has caustd this notice to be
and posted as required by law, and farm machinery.
pnb-lish-

5.
Hi

té

nT

V.

"

Mo.liüN y "i - fer " í,
anil nu.'wcreu
Aí.un" L.ti.
i

Tulm?. Tool
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lr'.:rs. oil accurate'?

ijir.turfi anil

, ...inrnMl r.n4 tthir"cñ
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C. U.

Sthokg,

E

FRANK SALMON,
Roy, N. M.

Sunday,

ii. r bul
"mí

Tom J,

Tatloh; jr., A'wtacto

Mora, New Mexico

pm

Pastor

11A.M.

n

at Liberty,

M

7

A.M.
P.M.

11

A.M.

Mosquero,
2nd & 4th Sundays

I.

7.00

Bradley,

Solano, 3, P.
R. L. MATTHEW, Pastor,

M.

BAPTIST

First Sunday in each month.
Services

A. M. , 7.30, P. M.
Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.
1

1,

ROY
Services 2d Sunday of each
montn at 11 a- m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
110 a- m- and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morn- mS service.

h

-

-

-

i

.PLEASANT VIEW
First Sunday each Month at

3,

P'm
MILLS
3rd Sunday

at .11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn, Pastor.

LODGE DIRECTORY
aS

I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
Every Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always

wel-

come.

Chas. A. Peare,
J. E. Wildman, Sec'y.

Rebekah

N. G.

Degree

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O. F. Hall
Miss Lillian Gkiner. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogtlen Secy.

Visiting Sisters welcome

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Prompt ami Careful Attention
iven all Business Entrusted
to me
NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?
Then you willhave
PUBLIC SALE.

fa

Complete Indexlto All Lands and Town Propertv in
Mora County.

There's only one REAL Auc
tioneer in the Country, Thats -

Titles to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
.straightened out and we are also preparedl
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.)

Col F. O. WHITE
His

I

WE HAVE
A

1

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
Matters entrusted to us dispatched with Promptness and Accuror .
Your Business HfaiectfuUjr
A

Solicited

,

CHR.ISTIAiy

ROY

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

-

ROY-GARAG-

County Treasurer

liuI

g,f r

WIS.

bargain for the right man.'

a

it

tri, i.tVw tIh

March

A

MELVILLE FLOERSHEIM.
Village dark.
(Seal)
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for
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miles northwest of Roy, also four
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id of Fords receiv- Oeliveries can be
on orders, may
for direct sale.

í
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POLAND CHINA MALE for
sale, 18 months old. afine animal
Also three
eligible to registry.
Brood Sows.
C. II. HAND, Roy, N. M.

--

fm T,ial

3

AfcFUElUHT
ívH PAIL) TO

'd

3d

P.&O- -

TRACTOR

7:30

Mosqutro,

Bradley,

FOR SALE
At a Bargain! Terms to
Suit Purchaser,
A Car Load of

For Sale or Trade

at

1st Sunday

Baum Bro's.

WllrílSO
WftV&fr&a

Christian

SERVICES OX SOLANO CIRCUIT

Avery Tractor

theth

iriafcJ6lur

at Roy

Ham and

2nd and 4th Sunday at Mills
11 a m and 7:30 p m

PER CENT INTEREST ANNUALLY.

NOTICE is hereby given that pursuant to ordinance No. 18, duly passed, approved and published by the
board of trustees of the Village of
I can loan you money on your Roy, pursuant to law, on
day
final receipt as easy as on your of January, 1918, public notice is hereFARM MACHINERY
patent or warranty deed and by given that a bond election is hereby called in the Village of Roy, to be
your mortgage need not bear but held at the time of holding the regu6 percent interest
Come in and lar election within said village for the
of village officials; at which
let us talk to you about your election
election there will be submitted to the
loan.
qualified electors of said village who
STRAYED -- Red co-- , dehorn J. E. Wildman, Loan and In háve paid a property tax therein for ed,
brandei? VD on feft side un- Come and I will Show You. surance Agency. Office at resi- the year preceding the date of said
der-b- it
élection the following question:
both ears,
Come early and get your pick dence north end Chicosa St,,
QUESTION:
Reward
for information re- Shall the board of trustees of the
Roy, N. M.
and choice.
warding
her
whereabouts.
Village of Roy, Mora County, New
Mexico, incur a bonded indebtednesb
R. R. Leach,
not exceeding Forty-Fiv- e
Thousand
Roy, N.M.
Dollars, the bonds to mature thirty
Real Estate Agent,
years after issuance but optional
for redemption twenty years thereSolano, N. M,
Miss Alice Nowlin is still very
'"
'
after, bearing interest not exceeding
12-2INTERNATIONAL
0
iff
six per centum per annum, for the ill and will not be able to resume
Dally Thought.
purpose of constructing a water ner studies for another week.
A single grateful ' tlinni?!
works system for said village, the
tnrA
..iMiwuru is mo most perfect prayer '
same to be owned and operated by
Lcsalnir
With
Emerson Plow
said village.
Choice Ranches and Farms
The following persons have been
These Implements are in duly appointed by the board of trust- for Sale near Roy. Let us
SCRAP IRON
ees as a registration board for said Show them to yon.
All kinds, $10. per ton, first class condition,
election:
J. Floersheim, W. H. Wilcox J. L, Hayes Real Estate Co.
Rags, Bones, 60c per cwt. Will trade for Large Work
and Alfredo A. Lucero,
Roy,
N.M.
Brass, old metal of all kinds Horses.or sell cheap for cash and they will meet at W. H. Wilcox
office on Monday, the 4th day of March
at thehighest market prices.
1018, and each day thereafter until
JACK P. MILLS
and including the 30th day of March,
Southwestern Junk Co.
U. S. Commissioner
1918, for the purpose of legally regisBen Harris, buyer,
tering the qualified electors of the
Fillings, Proofs and all
Village of Roy, according to the qualAt Variety Machine Works.
ifications prescribed by the laws of land matters.
Roy, New Mexico,
the State of New Mexico.
Also Surveys and Plats.
That the polls for said election shall
Prompt Attention
be at F. II. Foster's office and will be
opened from 9:00 a. m. until 6:00 p. Office at Solano, New Nexico,
m. of the said 2nd day of April, 1918.
The ballots which will be used at
said election will be supplied by the
LAND PLATS of aA kinds
village clerk to the judges of said
Ciioosc l'rota 44 sfyl3, colors, n net size a
Abstracts of U. S. Land
election and by them furnished to the
v in the famous "HANGER" Lino
voters,
or D'CK'68' A1 uro pictured
,
Offica Records,
MAPS.
miHw
Jv
&'zJ.y n natural coiom in onr latest
At said election none but qualified
SaMii?-- ,
Prompt
Attention
There are many other
t5VSSf-fe--aiiU?elecelectors as defined by the general
'
r,i!e!s alsoin fact the most
tion laws of the State of New Mexico,
C.N. ROARK
rbt- linof bicycles in the world, ail
who have paid a property tax durand
PBÍCES. fren, S15.75,
Pt
Clayton New Mex.
year
preceding
immediately
".i.5.up. There is aKSeai bicycle ta ing the
Íf;i
lira-i- ts
corporate
within
election
the
said
tidcr-elec,,ia
of
LZii
every
t2it0
íi'ÁkfMM
"itillv
of the Village of Roy, as prescribed
1
iiM-- . Hr;Ii:e-.- Motorbiko models, Eacers, Juniors
MWi
fr."
by the constitution and. laws of tha
OpV'tl.-Ldieo' modelj too- -)l
at
Vi'MvfilMlP
I will sell my relinquishment
A Síi?l-r'3'::!ini.bi)03sblonlvfcyour Factory- ?
State of New Mexico, will be permitl'ilW7ltS3l
on
my 320-acr- e
homestead, four
ted to vote at said election.

E. B. Laughter,

3rd Sunday
Church

W. C. Healon,

VILLAGE

No. it is not my home farm,
its another but call and I'll tell
you about it.

H

A

Felix Vachon,

address is MILLS N.

You

can have

SALE BILLS

printed and make dates at the"
Spanish-America-

n

New Mexico.

ffice.
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Owing to War
We are compelled to go
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Order Repair Parts Early!
Delay May Mean Serious Loss

Non-Essentia- ls
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Don't rely on eleventh hour repair service this year.
Overhaul machines and order repair parts a long- time in ad
vanee of the season you expect to use the- machines.
Freight and express shipment.? move slowly- now, and because of increasing movements of troops and Government
supplies, they are likely to move slower in the- future.
Everything possible is being done by manufacturers and
to assure the farmer of sample repair parts.
Nevertheless, he should take steps to avoid inevitable delays
by planning ahead. If he waits until the minute he needs
them before ordering, it may be impossible to get repair
in time.
farts to
Order repaii parts now, even if you do not expect to use
them for several months. That is the only way to be sure
and safe against the loss that you are almost certain to suffer
if you delay until the last minute
It is not only necessary to conserve,-- Ufe very necessary
to produce more. We are otfering to you the best implements for that purpose.
-

Suchas Drygoods, Clothing,.

C UliaiUOIlb

.

Shoes, Furniture, Hardware,
Implements, Building material,
Barbed wire etc. will be. sold

-

.

for gash only

Such Goods will be sold to the trade at very
r
Close Prices. In competition with any
many
we
will be in a position
House and in
instances
Mail-Orde-

,

THE "EMERSON" LINE

to undersell such houses.

The Strict Necessities,
Such as Groceries, Provisions
& Feed, we will sell on 30 days

time to those who have made
Satisfactory Arrangements for
Credit.
.

A

WARNING

Special Announcement
The

Wb

The most satisfactory Farming Implements in U.S.

This plan will be to your
interest as well as ours and we
kindly ask your
during these strenuous times.
co-operati- on
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Save y0Ur Empty Oilcake Sacks
e ay Eight Cents for them if whole and in
Good Condition.

FLOERSHEIM MERCANTILE COMPANY

"The

One-Pric-

House"
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NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
,
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
14, 1919
Feb.' 23, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Hurry
Notice is hereby given that William
Notice is hereby given that Aron B. D Swyer. of Mosquero N. M. who
H. May berry, of Roy, N. M. who on
Miy 14 1912, made Homestead Entry Hai'e of Solano New Mexico who on on Julyl, 1915 made H. E. No 019617 for
Twp. 21 N, Nov. 4 1914, mado, H. E. No. 018734 SWJ:SWi-NW- l
no 11398 for NJ Sec. 24,
Sec. 8, Si NE: SEJ- for NKJ, Ni-SSWJ SEi, Sec. 10 riW, Secticn 7. Twp. 19N. Rnz. 29E
Rnjr 2(!, E NMPM, has
Sec. 15 Twp 18N. Rng 27E. N. M. P. Meridian has filed notice of
filed notice of intention to make Final NWl-Nhas filed notice of in- intention to make Final Three year
N.M.P.
Meridian
Three Year Proof to, establish claim
final three year proof, Proof, to establish claim to the land
to
make
tention
to the land above described, before
to establish claim to the land above de- described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
F. H, Fo3ter , U. S. Commissioner, at
Foster Commissioner at Rov, N. M., on the
F. H.
scribed,
before
his office at Roy, New Mexico, on the U
S com, at Roy N. Mex. on the 4th day of May. 1918.
10th day f April 1918.
17th day of April 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
M Driskill
&3 witnesses:
Charley Sanger
Claimant
name3
Frank
S, F. Davis
J. M. Beard
Ralph. Hazen
ArthnrHaj.cn
Perry
A. G. T.ujiil)
George
T. H. Blankenshlp
J. N. Wright
Myers
Jubn
Beckmin
John
Mexico
New
of
All
Mrsquer.i
E. J. Coleman
Chas A Pear?
New
Roy,
Mexico.
of
All
New Mexico.
All of
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE,
PAZ VALVERDE
Register.
3 21
Register
Register
NOTICE FOrt PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
N. M.
Office at Clayton,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Fib! 11 1918
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior.
Notice is hereby given that
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Virg'l Haltfiin, heir for the heirs (f
Feb. 0. 1918
Clay ton "N M
U. S. Land Office at
Roy
New
O.Tu'e Clay tin New Mexico;-Marof
deceased
Haltom
"
Notice is hereby given that Frank L Sarah
'
F.b 25 1918
9, I9H
13 th 1915
Mirch,
who
on
Mexico
Moore of Mills Ne-- Mexico who on
Unit Dennis
hereby
given
is
Notice
I.o-- '
that
SWJ,
given
hereby
is
NOTICE
HE. No. 019000
Sept. 21 1911 made HE No. 018510 for made
W. Wast of Roy, N. M. who on Niv
for
and
21
SanSer,-Heir
25E.
Range
N'
Olivca
Township
21
Sidion
NWJ-NE- J
SEl-Su-2', l!)i:i, & Apr 16 1913 made II. E heirs, of I.utitia Lock Sec 4, NEi-NwN M P Meridian. h;is filed notice of in'l
Nos 016976 & 019814 for Lot 4,
See. 9 Twp 21 N. ling 23 K, N. M. P.
of Mo3iuero New Mexico, Who on
tention to make three year pro;.f. to
SWi-SE- i
19 NEi. See. 30
Sec,
Meridian, has filed notice of Intention
'.'8 19i:- - mado U. E. No. 013407 for
claim to tho land above
Jan.
establish
Section 29 Township
tomiike three Year Proof, to establish described, before F. 11. Foster V. S. and NWJ-NW- J
SEI:
claim to the land above described, be- Commissioner, at his office at Roy 21N Range 28E N. M. I'. M, has (iled Seclion 31 Twp 19N. Rng. 29 E N.M.P.
S
Commissioner
to
notice
U
intention
make
Three
of
fore F. H. Foster
1918.
Meridian, has fded notice of intention
N M on the 4th day of April.
Years Final Proof, to establish
at Hoy N. M. on Mar. 25 1918.
Claimant names as witnesses:
to muke Three Year Proof, to estabClaimant name3 as witnesses:
claim to the land above described
Lup
PeifTer
Fessler
lish claim to the land above described
John
Ira Earl
C. D. Horn before F H Foster, u S commissioner
Miili New Mexie.
of
F. H. Foster U, S. Commission
before
R. E. Anderson
E. F. Cheney
Jessee Davenport office at Roy N. M., on the 17tli day
James L Swaim
N. M. on May' 41918.
Roy
at
of April 1!!8
of Uov Naw ftlex
All of Mills N. M,
Claimant names a3 witnesses:
Claimant name? as witnesses:
PAZ VALVERDE, Register. '
PAZ VALVERDE,
Robe: t Lunsford
Neis L Wett'crhiis J. W. Jr.hnson Jr Frank M Driskill
1 ft
Register
' .1, II. Mitchell
VV
J M Caddel!
I)
Suvycf
W.
Nowlin
John
All of Mosquero New Mexico.
All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE, Registtr.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Méx.,
Feb. in, 1918
Notice is hereby given that Lerettti
A. Coleman formely Lfretta'A.
of Roy, New Mexico who c n
Oct. 22 1914 made H E." No. 018K82 for
i,
and NVVJ SeetioL
8 Township 21N Range 27E N.M.P,
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make three year final proof to estab
lish claim to the land above described
before F H Foster, U S Com, at Roy
N M on the 11th day of April 191.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Anna Christman
I James Miracle

Office

at

Clayton, New Mexico,
Feb. 18, 1M8
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Roy Telephone Co.
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

.

:

Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

4--

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

PHONE at Springer.
.

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
Lines conand in'termedlnte points.
Efficient Service- Roy City Exoliange,
nected.
Rural-Communi-

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

ISOLATED TRACT
PUBLIC LAND SALE
Clayton. New Mexieo,
Miir. 8, 1H18.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Notice is hereby given that William H
Office kt Clajt.n New Mexico
whoon "C" of
Hamilton, of Mosquero, N.
Feb. 11, 1913. V
Oct.3i), 1914, inadeHE No. lilS799 for Notice is hereby Riven that, an direct
NWi-XWed by the Commissioner of the General
Section 4 Tovrnship 18N Koe,- 29E Land office, under provisions of Sec.
N. M. 1. Meridian, has fled notice of 2155 It; S., pursuant to tne applicationt
intention to make tbrce Year proof to of Fruncisco C Ce Baca, of Rosebud
establish claim to the laid described, NM. Serial No. 022336. we will offer a
before W H Willcox U S Com'r at public sale, to the highest bidder, but
Roy, N.N. on thelSthday of Apr. 1918 at not less than $1 25 per tere, at 19
Claimant nanus as witnesses:
o'clock A. M. on the 23rd day of May
Elmjr T.MeDamtls 1918 next at thi office, the fcllowing-trar- t
John U. Tob'er
Fred P. Tinker RoLerk M. Lunsford
of land;
Lot 4 Sec 1' T 18N
All of Mosquero Now Mexico.
R 31 E N M P M
l'AZ VALVERDE,
he sale will not be kept open, bu:
will be declared closed when thosa
Roister
paesent at the hour named haveoeasa
bidding.
The person making the- hif
NCIIC POE PUBLICATION.
est b! I will dj r i rj t i n n sliatál
pay to the Receiver the amount thera
ISOLATED T -- ACT
Public Land Sa'e
s
Any
claiming adverse ly tl;p
Department of the Interiir
above described land are advised to
U S Land Office at Clayton N M
lile their claims, or objections, on or
M:ir 4. 1918
"C" 2 - 23. 1918
Notice is hereby given that as direct hefore the time designated for salo
PAZ VALVERDE
ed by the commissioner of the General
Register
Land OIR:e, under provisions of Sec,
2155, R S pursuant to the Application
Almond Supply.
of Hi am D Upt.n of Solano. N. is.
About
of tlu worM's sup-pl- v
Serial No, 024J6 j we will offer at pnb-liof
iiltiiond
are
crown In Spain.
at
bidder,
but
sale, to the highest
CI r:.iHnn
Monitor.
not Ie3s than !,".") per acre at 10 o'clock
A M on the 5th day of June 1918, nxt
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
at this office, the following tract of
S 23 T 18 N R 2üE N
land; SEJ-SE- J
ISOLATED TRACT
M P M
PU15LIC LAND
The sale will not bo kept open, but
will-bdeclared closed when those pre- Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, 'New Mexico,
sent at the'hour named have ceased
of
bidding, The person making the highH.
rV. !, 1913
est bid will be required to immediately Notice is hereby given t2)at, as directed
pay to the Receiver the amount there- by tlie Commissioner of the General
Land oil ice, under provisions of Sec.
of.
,
Any persons claiming adversely the
It. S. pursuant to the npplication
kind are advised to of James R Kerlin. of liueycros New
file their claims or ebjee i'Ts, on
Mexieo Serial No.. C20471. we will offer
for sale. at pubüo snie, to the highest bidder,
fore the time
but at not less than il,"5 per acre, at
4 13 Paz Vaí.vekdh
Reciütek
10 o'clock A.
04i the 14th day of
May 1918 ne.t atthisolllce, the follow--In- g
iractof bnd; SW'l-NSrc. 2G,
T 21 N, R.íílF. N. M.
M.
Under new Management
I e kept
The
opjn, but
Charles Cbspman, Propriety r. will su! wíil not
closed when those nre- frent at the hour named have ceased
Free Baths, bidding. Tho person makin;' the liijh-- j
Steam Heated,
est
bo required to immediately
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms pay bidto will
tho Receiver the ammount
Department or the Interior, U. S.Land
Üllice

at
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Tho Roy Drug Store

ROY, N. M.

E

NOTICE TOR PUBLICATION

.

above-describe- d

8

"

Office and Exchange,

NOTICE F0U PUBLICATION.

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Ta tent Medicines
Perodicals'and Stationery

.

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

N. Mex.

El Dorado Hotel

t.

E. Las Vegas, N.M.
A quiet, homelike Hotel

one block from the
Depot, in the:
Main Business District

Tourists and

Land-Seeker-

.

8

Will find this the right place.

thereof.
Any persons claiming adversely' tha
above- - pescribed land are advised to
file their claims, or objections,
on or
before the time designated for sale.
PAZ VALVERDE, ReKistert

,
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Smith returned to Brewster the next
morning by way of the dam, making
the long detour count for as much as
posslb'e In the matter of sheer
It was a little before noon
when be reached town by the roundabout route, and went to the hotel to
reconnolter. The roumclerk who gave
him his key gave him also the Information he craved.
"Mr. RIchlander? Oh, yes; he left
early this morning by the stage. He la
Interested In some gold properties up
In the range beyond Topas. Fine old
gentleman. Do you know him, Mr.
Smith?"
"The name seemed familiar when I
saw It on the register last evening,"
was Smith's evasion; "but it is not
such a very uncommon name. He
didn't say when he was coming back?"
"No."
Smith took a fresh hold upon Ufe
and liberty. While the world is perilously narrow In some respects, it Is
comfortably broad In others, and a
danger once safely averted Is a danger
lessened. Snatching a hasty luncheon
In the grillroom, the fighting manager
of Tlmanyonl nigh Line hurried across
to the private suite In the KInzIe building offices Into which he had lately
moved and once more plunged into the
business battle.
Notwithstanding a new trouble
which Stllltngs had wished to talk over
with his ''president and the financial
manager the night before the claim
e
railroad
set up by the
to a right of way across the TImnnyonI
at the dam the battle was progress
ing favorably. Williams was accomplishing the Incredible In the matter
of speed, and the dam was now nearly
ready to withstand the high-watstresses when they should come. The
powerhouse was rising rapidly, and
the machinery was on the way from
the East Altogether things were look
ing more hopeful than they had at any
period since the hasty reorganization.
Smith attacked the multifarious details
Job with returning
of his many-sideenergy. If be could make shift to hold
on for a few days or weeks longer. .
While Smith was dictating the final
batch of letters to the second stenographer a young man with sleepy eyes
and yellow creosote stains on his fin
gers came In to ask for a Job. Smith
put him off until the correspondence
was finished and then gave him a bear

IIW1H KTElTj

Copyright by Chaa. Scribucr't Sow
XII Continued.
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Smith, especially In this later Incarnation which had so radically changed
him, believed at little In the psychic ai
CHAPTER

any hardheaded young business Iconoclast of an agnostic century could. But
on this particular evening when he
r
pipe on
was smoking his
the flngstoned porch with Corona for
his companion, there were phenomena
apparently unerplalnable cn any purely material hypothesis.
"I am sure I have much less than
half of the curiosity that women are
said to have, but, really, I do want to
know what dreadful thing has happened to you since we met you In the
nigh Line offices this morning-mam- ma
and I," was the way In which
one of the phenomena was made to occur; and Smith started so nervously
that he dropped his pipe.
"You can be the most unexpected
person, when you try," he laughed, but
the laugh scarcely rang true. "What
makes you think that anything has
happened V
"1 don't think I know," the small
eeress went on with calm assurance.
"You're been telling us In all sorts of
dumb ways that you've had an upsetting shock of some kind; and I don't
believe It's another lawsuit. Am I
right, so farr
witch, and It's
, "I believe you are
mighty good thing you didn't live In
the Solera period," he rejoined. "They
would have hanged you to a dead
moral certainty."
"Then there was something?" she
queried; adding, Jubilantly: "I knew
it i"
"Go on," said the one to whom It had
happened ; "go on and tell me the rest
of It"
"Oh, that Isn't fair; even a professional clairvoyant has to be told the
color of her eyes and hair."
"
the ejaculation was
fairly Jarred out of him and for the
moment he fancied he could reel a cool
breeze blowing up the back of his neck,
The clairvoyant who did not claim to
after-dinne-

"Wha-whatl-

K
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"You told me once that a woman
was adorable In the exact degree In
which she could afford to be visibly
transparent; yes, you said 'afford, and
I've been holding It against you. Mow
Tm going to pay you back. You are
the transparent one, this time. You
have as good as admitted that the "hap
pening thing isn't a man; "wna-wnalways means that you know; so it
must be a woman. Is it the Miss IUch
lander you were telling me about not
long flgoT'
There are times when any mere
man may be shocked Into telling the
truth, and Smith had come face to face
with one of them. "It Is," he said.
"She Is In Brewster
"Yes. She came this evening."
"And you ran away? That was hor
ribly unkind, don't you think after
she had come so farT"
"Hold on." he broke In. "Don't let's
go so fast I didn't ask her to come.
And, besides, she didn't come to see
me."
"Did she tell you that?"
"I have taken precious good care
that she shouldn't have the chance.
saw her name and her father's on

r

the hotel register; and Just about that
time I remembered that I could prob
ably get a bite to eat out here."
"You are queer All men are e little
queer, I think always excepting
Don't you want to see her?"
"Indeed, I don't I"
"Not even for old times' sake?"
"No: not even for old times' sake.
Tve given you the wrong Impression
comDletely. if you think there Is any
obligation on my part It might have
drifted on to the other things In the
course of time, simply because neither
of us might have known any better
than to let It drift But tnat's an

private suite in the Klnste building offices and went across the street to the
hotel. The great dining room of the
Hophra House was on the ground floor.
The room was well filled, but the head
waiter found Smith a small table In
the shelter of one of the pillars and
brought him an evening paper.
Smith gave his dinner order and be
gan to glance through the paper. The
subdued chatter and clamor of the big
room dinned pleasantly in his ears.
Half absently he realized that the head
waiter was seating someone at the
place opposite his own ; then the faint
odor of violets, Instantly reminiscent
came to his nostrils. He knew Instinctively, and before he could put
the newspaper aside, what had happened, nence the shock, when he found
himself face to face with Verda
was not so completely paralysing as It might have been. She was
looking across at hira with a lazy smile
In the glorious brown eyes, and the
surprise was quite evidently no surprise for ber.
"I told the waiter to bring me over
here," she explained; and then, quite

ing.

"What kind of work are you looking
for?" was the brisk query.
"Shorthand work, if I can get It
said the man out of a Job.
Smith was needing another stenog
rapher and he looked the applicant
over appralslngly. The appraisal was
not entirely satisfactory. There was a
d
certain shifty furtlveness in the
eyes, and the rather weak chin
hinted at a possible lack of the discreetness which Is the prime requisite
in a confidential clerk.
"Any business experience?"
"Yes ; I've done some railroad work."
"Here In Brewster?"
"No: In
Shaw lied smoothly.
Omaha."
"Any recommendations?"
The young man produced a handful
of "To Whom It May Concern" letters,
They were all on business letterheads,
and were apparently genuine, though
nona of them were local. Smith ran
them over hastily and he bad no means
of knowing that they had been care
fully prepared by Crawford Stanton at
no little cost In Ingenuity and painstak
ing. How careful the preparation had
been was revealed in the applicants
ready suggestion.
"You can write or wire to any of
these gentlemen," he said; "only, If
there Is a Job open, I'd be glad to go to
work on trial."
The business training of the present
makes for quick decisions. Smith
half-opene-

colonel--

daddy.

hnck number, now."
"Just the same, bcr coming shocked
you."
"It certainly did," he confessed sober
ly: and then: "Have you forgotten
what I told you about the circumstances
under which I left homer
"Ohl" she murmured, and as once
before there was a little gasp to go
with the word. Then: "She wouldn'l

i

fé0
i

'

she

wouldn't"

"No," he answered; "she wouldn't
but her father would."

"So her father wanted her to marry
the other man. did he?"
Smith's laugh was an easing of
strains. "You've pumped me dry," he
returned, the sardonic humor reassert- Ins: itself.
A motorcar was coming up the driveway. It was high time that an inter--

.

.

BUUIO Burl wu W.II.M
mtuami "i
and when tht colonel appeared and
broTmht StllUngs with him to the loung
ing rod of the porch, a business conference bognn which gave Miss Corona an
coi to disappear, and which ac.

rUDUOn 01

counted
evening.

k
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tóy for the remainder of the

Rich-lande- r,
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"And You Ran

Awayr

snapped a rubber band around the let
ters and shot them into a pigeonhole of
his desk.
"We'll give you a chance to show
what you can do," he told the man out
of work. "If you measure up to the
requirements, the Job will be permanent You may come In tomorrow
morning and report to Mr. Miller, the
chief clerk."
Having other things to think of,
Smith forgot the sleepyeyed young fel
low instantly. But It Is safe to assume
that he would not have dismissed the
Incident so readily if he had known
that Shaw had been waiting in the
anteroom during the better part of the
dictating Interval, and that on the de
parting applicant's cuffs were micro
scopic notes of a number of the more
important letters.

was not resumed. Miss RIchlander wai
apparently enjoying her dinner. Smith
was not enjoying bis, but be ate as a
troubled man often will ; mechanically
and as a matter of routine. It was not
until the dessert had been served that
the young woman took up the thread
of the conversation precisely as if H
had never been dropped.
"I think you know that you have no
reason to be afraid of me, Montague;
but I can't say as much for father. He
will be back in a few days, and when
he comes It will be prudent for you to
vanish. That Is a future, however."
Smith's laugh was brittle.
"We'll leave it a future, if you like.
Sufficient unto the day is the evil
thereof.' "
"Oh ; so you class me as an evil, do
you?"

v

.

"No; you know I didn't mean that;
merely mean that It's no use crossing
the bridges before we come to them.
I've been living from day to day so
long now, that I am becoming hardened to It"
Again there was a pause, and again
It was Miss RIchlander who broke
The slow smile was dimpling again at
the corners of the perfect mouth.
"You are going to need a little help,
Montague my help aren t you? It
occurs to me that you can well afford
to show me some little friendly atten
here
tion while I am Roblnson-Crusoewaiting for father to come back."
"Let me understand," he broke in,
frowning across the table at her. "Yod
are willing to ignore what has hapr
pened to that extent? You are not
forgetting thnt In the eyes of the law
am a criminal?"
She made a faint little gesture of Im
patience.
"Why do you persist In dragging
that In? I am not supposed to know

I

it
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

anything about your business affairs,
with Watrous Dunham or anybody
else. Besides, no one knows me here,
and no one cares. Besides, again, I am
a stranger In a strange city and we are
or we used to be old friends."
tone made hlra
Her
frown again, thoughtfully, this time.
"Women are curious creatures," he
commented. "I used to think I knew a
little something about them, but I
guess It was a mistake. What do you
want me to do?"
0h, anything you like; anything
thot will keep me from being bored to
death."
Smith laid his napkin aside and
glanced at his watch.
"There Is a play of some kind on at
the opera house, I believe," he said,
rising and going around to draw her
chair aside. "If you'd care to go, I'll
see If I can bold somebody up for a
couple of seats."
.."That Is more like It I used to be
afraid that you hadn't a drop of sport
ing blood In you, Montague, and I am
glad to learn, even at this late day,
that I was mistaken. Take me up
stairs, and we'll go to the play."
They left the dining room together,
and there was more than one pair of
eyes to follow them in frank admira
tlon. "What a strikingly handsome
couple," said a bejewelled lady who
sat at the table nearest the door; and
her companion, a gentleman with rest
less eyes and thin Hps and a rather
wicked Jaw, said : "Yes ; I don't know
the woman, but the man is Colonel
Baldwin's new financier; the fellow
who calls himself 'John Smith.' "
The bediamonded lady smiled dryly.
"You say that as If you had a mortal
quarrel with his name, Crawford. If I
were the girl, I shouldn t find fault
with the name. You say you don't
know her?"
Stanton had pushed his chair back
and was rising. 'Take your time with
the Ice cream, and Til Join you later
upstairs. I'm going to find out who th
girl Is, since you want to know."
half-cynlc-

"But You Believe

Me

Guilty,

Don't

Your
pleasantly: "It Is an exceedingly little
world, Isn't it Montague?"
He nodded gloomily.
"Much too little for a man to hide
In," he agreed; adding: "But I think
I have known that all along; known,
at least, that It would be only a ques
tion of time."
After the waiter had taken Miss
BIchlandcr's order she began again.
"Why did you run away?" she asked.
Smith shrugged bis shoulders help
lessly.

"What else was there for me to do?
I believed, at the time, that I
had killed Dunham. I could have
sworn be was dead when I left him."
She was toying idly with the saladfork. "Sometimes I am almost sorry
that he wasn't" "he offered.
"Which is merely another way of
saying that you were unforgiving
enough to wish to see me hanged?" he
suggested, with a sour smile.
"It wasn't altogether that; no.'
There was a pause and then she went
on: "I suppose you know what has
been happening since you ran away- what has been done in Lawrenceville, I
mean?"
"I know that I have been Indicted by
the grand Jury and that there Is a reward out for me. It's two thousand
dollars, isn't it?".
She let the exact figure of the re
ward go unconfirmed.
"And still you are going about in
public as if all the hue and cry meant
nothing to you? The beard is an lra
provement It makes you look older
and more determined but It doesn't
disguise you. I should have known you
anywhere, and other people will."
' Again his shoulders went up.
"What's the use?" he said.
couldn't dig deep enough nor fly high
enough to dodge everybody. You have
fouud me, and if you hadn't, somebody
else would have. It would have been
the same any time and anywhere."
"I was intending to go pn up to the
mines with father," she said evenly.
"But last evening, while I was waiting
for him to finish his talk with some
mining men, I was standing in the mez
zanine, looking down into the lobby.
saw you go to the desk and leave your
key: I was sure I couldn't be mista
ken ; so I told father that I had changed
my mind about going out to the mines
and he seemed greatly relieved. He
had been trying to persuade me that I
would be much more comfortable If I
should wait for him here."
It was no stirring of belated sent!
nient that made Smith say: "You
you cared enough to wish to see me?"
"Naturally, she replied. "Some peo
ple forget easily: others don't 'I sup
pose I am one of the others."
Smith remembered the proverb about
a woman scorned and saw a menace
more to be feared than all the terrors
of the law lurking In the
rejoinder. It was with some foolish
idea of thrusting the menace aside at
any cost that he said : "You have only
d
telegram to Shoriff
to send a
Macauley, you know. I'm not sure that
It Isn't your duty to do so."
"Why should you telegraph Barton
Macaulevr she asked placidly, im
not one of his deputies."
"But von believe me guilty, don'i
Besides,
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He Sidestepped.
Not Juit as Good.
"Just why did you leave college?"
"Have you a tireless cooker In your
"The denn didn't go luto details."
house?"
Jack O'Lantern. .
"No, but we have a coalless fire."

Catarrh Cannot Be Cured

by LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they
cannot reach the Beat of the dleae.
Catarrh la a local disease, greatly Influenced by constitutional conditions. HALL'S
CATARRH MEDICINE will cure catarrh.
It la taken Internally and actg through
the Blood on the Mucous Surfaces of the
System. HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
Is composed of some of the best tonics
known, combined with some of the best
blood purifiers. The nerfect combination
of the ln(rredlents In HALL'S CATARRH
MEDICINE Is what produces such wonderful results In catarrhal conditions.
Druggists 76c. Testimonials free.
F. J. Cheney ft Co., Props., Toledo, O.
A Hair Store Blonde.

"Isn't Maude's linlr light?"
"Yes, she con lift It on and oft
Boston Transcript.

GREEN'S AUGUST FLOWER
has been a household remedy all over
the civilized world for more than half
a century for constipation, intestinal
troubles, torpid liver and the generally
depressed feeling that accompanies
such disorders. It Is a most valuable
remedy for indigestion or nervous dyspepsia and liver trouble, bringing on
headache, coming up of food, palpitation of heart and many other symptoms. A few doses of August Flower
will immediately, relieve you. It Is a
Ask your druggist
gentle laxative.
l
civilized countries. Adv.
Sold
in-al-

Men are made to make money that
women may spend It.

Lots of women quarrel with their
husbands becouse they deem it an Important part of their domestic duties.

Win the War by Preparing the Land
Sowing the Seed and Producing Bigger Crops
Work in Joint Effort the Soil of the United States and Canada

Broken Threads.
Mr. Crawford Stanton a little later

went upstairs to rejoin the resplendent
lady, who was" taking her after-dinnease In the most comfortable lounging- chair the mezzanine parlors afforded,
"No good," he reported. "The girl's
name Is RIchlander, and she or her
father comes from one of half a dozen
'Lawrencevllles' you can take your
choice among 'em."
"Money?" queried the comfortable
one.
"Buying mines in the Topaz," said
the husband mechanically. He was
not thinking specially of Mr. Josiah
Richlander's possible or probable rating with the commercial agencies; he
was wondering how well Miss Klchlander knew John Smith, and in what
manner she could be persuaded to tell
what she might know. While he was
turning it over in his mind the two in.
question, Smlrh and the young woman,
passed through the lobby on their way
to the theater. Stanton, watching them

afnarrowly from the vantage-poiforded by the gnlleried mezzanine,
drew his own conclusions. By all the
little signs they were not merely chance
acquaintances or even casual friends.
Their relations were ejoser and of
longer standing.
Stanton puzzled over Lis problem a
long time, long after Mrs. Stanton had
forsaken the easy chalt and had disappeared from the scene, His Eastern
employers were growing Irascibly Impatient Who was this fellow Smith,
you?"
and what was his backing? they were
The handsome shoulders twitched In beginning to ask ; and with the asking
tho barest hint of Indifference. "As
there were intimations that if Mr.
have said, I am not In Bart Macauley's Crawford Stanton were finding his task
employ nor in Mr. Watrous Dun- too difficult there was always an al
ham's. Neither am I the Judge and ternatlve.
(TO BB CONTINUED.)
Juy to put you In the prisoner's box
and try you. I suppose you knew what
Curse of Modern Life.
you were doing, and why you did It
CHAPTER XIII.
To eat what you like, and all you
But I do think you might have written
me a line, Montagu. That would have like, may be a merry life, but It will
"Sweet Fortune's Minion."
be a short one. The curse of modern
been the least you could have done."
e
"dinner-timEmlth
when
It was late
talk
life is overfeeding. Dr. Frank Crane.
afterward
the
some
time
For
desk in the new
dosed the big roll-to- p
even-tone-
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FARMING IN HAN POWER NECESSARY
TO WIN THE BATTLE FOR UBERTT

The Food Controllers of the United Sutes and Canada are asking for
avail-ab- le
greater food production. Scarcely 100,000,000 bushels of wheat are
the
Upon
crop
harvest
the
before
overseas
allies
the
be
to
sent
to
efforts of the United Sutes and Canada resti the burden of supply.
Eviry Available Tillable Acre Must Contribute! Every Available
Farmar and Farm Hand Must Assist
has an enormous acreage to be seeded, but man power
Canada
Western
seed-iis short, and an appeal to the United States allies is for more men for
'
operation.
Canada's Wheat Production Last Yaar was 225,000,000 Bushels) the
Demand From Canada Alone for 1318 is 400,000,000 Bushels
To secure this she must have assistance. She has the land but needs
the men. The Government of the United States wants every man who can
effectively help, to do farm work this year. It wants the land in the United
States developed first of course; but it also wants to help Canada. Whenever we find a man we can spare to Canada's fields after ours are supplied,
we want to direct him there.
Apply to our Employment Service, and we will tell you where you can
best serve the combined interests.
Western Canada's help will be required not later than April 5th. Wages
to competent help, 50.00 a month and up, board and lodging;.
Those who respond to this appeal will get a warm welcome, good wages,
gobd board and find comfortable homes. They will get a rate of one cent
a mile from Canadian boundary points to destination and return.
For particulars as to routes and places where employment may be had
apply to: U. S. EMPLOYMENT SERVICE, DEPARTMENT OF LABOR
ns
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From every standpoint of service and cost
Will
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The Siberian situation as the outgrowth of the Kusslan debacle U now holding the attention of those following the world war. This picture shows some of the Japanese troops who may soon be sent to Siberia. 2 Officers
In command of an American trench In the Lorraine sector on the western front. 8 Dugout where the first American
officer, Lieutenant Harden of the Signal corps, was wounded by a German shell ; the dugout Is decorated with American and French color.
1

NEWS REVIEW OF

'mm

the leaders In England, France and of Mr. Bnrucli as chairman of the
n
board Is Indicated by the direction of
Italy, as to the wisdom of giving
a free hand In this connection.
the president that the ultlinnte decision of all questions, except the deta
American troops In the front line termination of jirlces, shall rest
trenches In France have had their real
with the chairman, the other
baptism of fire. They have taken part members of the board acting In an
In several engagements with the eneadvisory and
enpnclly.
my, one of which approached the digUnder this plan, the presiden! seeniH
nity of a real battle. The Americans
to have provided for the centralizahave repulsed several raids made by tion of power to nn even greuter dethe Germans and Inflicted heavy gree than has been proposed by those
losses upon the enemy.
The most demanding some action of this kind.
pretentious engagement was that
which resulted from a strong German
The death of John Redmond, the
attack upon 'the American lines In the Irish national lender, removes the
leading champion of home rule for IreToul sector. A large force of German
"shock" troops, trained especially for land and one of the most striking figthis operation, attacked the American ures' that English politics has proline after heavy artillery fire had duced In the past quarter of a century.
years Redpractically leveled
the American For more than twenty-flvtrenches. The American troops, un- mond had fought for home rule In Iredismayed by the terrific bombardment,
land and during the greater part of
stood their ground and engaged in a that time, he was the recognized leadn
er of Ireland's "struggle for liberty."
struggle with the
raiders In the trenches. The Ger- Ills determined fight in parliament for
mans were driven back Into No Man's home rule earned for him the sobriquet
Land, leaving three prisoners and of "stormy petrel of the house." In
many dead in the American trenches. paying tribute to the memory of RedThe Americans pursued the fleeing mond In the house of commons, Sir
Germans and Inflicted further lossvs Edward Carson, Ulster leader and
opponent of Redmond, made
as the enemy retreated to their own long-tim''Indeed,
lines'. The Americans suffered severe this significant statement:
casualties, the dead including three we, were not very fur apart In our atofficers and seventeen men, but the tempts at a settlement of the Irish
American lines were maintained at all question." Redmond was
points and the raid was declared a In the United States, having visited
complete failure. Many cases of Inthis country In 1008 and again In 1910.
dividual heroism on. the part of the
the- - case of General March, the
Americans were reported and several
officers and men were decorated by new acting chief of staff, the Idea of
centralization of power is also to be
the French premier for bravery.
Other raids upon the American carried out. It is announced that
lines In the Chemln des Dames sector General March will have full power
and in Lorraine were also repulsed to reorganize the general staff with a
with severe losses to the enemy. In view of giving It the highest efficiency
in Its work of directing the strictly
all these engagements the American
troops have shown that, despite their military end of the war. He has been
given the power to select his own asInexperience In the new type of warOne of General March's
fare, they are now perfectly at home sistants.
first acts was to establish the "open
In the trenches and are able to hold
door" policy. He arranged to see
their own against the enemy.
newspaper correspondents once every
an
The Increasingly large part which day and indicated that he will endeavPershing's troops are taking in the or to relax the censorship to such an
fighting on the west front Is indicated extent that Americans may learn more
by the announcement that the Amerabout what their soldiers re doing
icans are now holding something over In France. The appointment of Geneight miles of trenches on the battle eral March to this position has won
wide approval as, in his work as chief
front. This front is liable to extension at any time to the regular trench of all the American artillery forces In
allotment for an army corps. The France, he has been In close touch
present American sector Is understood with General Pershing and is intimately
to be a divisional frontage, which
familiar with all conditions abroad.
means that at least three divisions of
ta
Speculation as to Germany's
American troops are there to give the
offensive on the western
necessary support for-thfront lines.
front has continued, with opinion diThe growing activity of the American
troops is further shown by the dally vided' as to whether such an offensive
casualty lists which are now coming really will be launched. In some quarters It is believed that Germany is so
from General Pershing.
Announcement has been made that fully occupied with developments in
the third American Liberty loan will Russia and is so intent upon accombe offered soon. The campaign for plishing her designs In the east that
subscriptions will open on April 6, she will not undertake an offensive in
the first anniversary of the entry of the west but will be content to mainthe United States Into the war, and tain a defensive attitude. Those takwill continue for three or four weeks. ing this view believe that Germany's
The amount of the loan, the interest Idea is that a deadlock on the west
rate and other features have not been front will force the allies to agree to
made public but the fact that further a peace by negotiation and that under
such circumstances she will be able to
legislation will be sought from congress In anticipation of the loan Indi- attain all her imperialistic designs in
cates that the amount of the Issue the east.
On the other hand, further concenwill be more than $3,600,000,000, the
remainder of authorized but unissued tration of troops on the western front
bonds. The campaign work for the is taken by some authorities as indinew loan has already been started cating that Germany really Intends to
throughout the country and every dis- launch a determined offensive in
France. General Maurice, chief directrict will have been thoroughly organtor of military operations at the Britized before the drive begins.
ish wnr office, declares that the enemy
Several steps have been taken- by Is now ready to strike on the western
the United States government to fur- front at any moment suitable to his
and centralize the purpose. He declares that the allies
ther
work of war preparation. The two remain superior In guns, rifles and airoutstanding developments along this craft, but that the margin of advanline were the appointment of Bernard tage In these particulars Is steadily
M. Baruch of New York as chairman diminishing
and an equalization of
of the war Industries board with great- Btrength is being approached.
-ta-ly enlarged powers, and the assumpMore frequent and more pretentious
tion by MaJ. Gen. Peyton C. March
raids undertaken by both sides along
of his duties as acting chief of staff.
the entire western front .are regardMr. Baruch, according to the president's own announcement, made In his ed as forerunners of an offensive. The
letter of appointment, will have great- raids are made to feel out the enemy,
er powers even than It was proposed to find, if possible, the weak spots in
by certain members of congress to his lines. The many German raids are
believed to have been made necessary
confer upon a minister of munitions.
by the air superiority of the allies
He will be, in fact, a practical dictator "over Industrial problems relating along the greater part of the western
to the war and will have, among other front. Unable to gain the information
things, the last word in determining they need through their airmen, the
Germans have been forced to resort
priority of supplies for the government whenever there is competitive or to raids in order to learn the strength
other conflict of interest among depart- of the opposing forces at various
ments. The power placed in the hands points on the front.Ju-pa-
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Russia Makes Humiliating Peace
But Kaiser's Soldiers Continue Invasion.

"

AMERICANS

Pershing'

REPEL

RAIDERS

Troop,

Now Occupying
Front, Hurl Back Strong Force of German
Fight
Like Veteran.

Eight-Mil- e

e

,

Ger-nin-

hand-to-han- d

Extreme chaos has continued to
mark the Russian situation, the only
thing that has seemed really clear
being that Germany is determined to
take advantage of the utter collapse
of Russia to seize such territory and
supplies as she desires.
The bolshevik envoys presented 'the humlliat-- .
Ing spectacle of signing a peace treaty
without discussion, fearing as they announced, that negotiations would only
result In the Imposition of more obnoxious terms. But even after the
Russian peace delegates had thus
debased themselves the Germans continued their Invasion of Russian terri-

.

tory.
.

Whether the masses of the Russian
people will accept the humiliating peace
terms agreed to by the bolshevik delegates Is a question that only time can

settle.

,

.

bolshevik government aban-- '
. The
doned Petrograd as the German troops
advanced upon that city and moved
the administrative offices to Moscow,
which city, It was announced, would
be made the Russian capital. Leon
Trotiky, the bolshevik foreign min-

ister, Indicated that he and his associates are concerned with the future
of the revolution, rather than the future of Russia as a national entity.
He announced that the bolshevik leaders are prepared to withdraw even as
far as to the Ural mountains rather
than submit to the defeat of the revolution.
The haste of the Russian envoys In
signing a treaty of peace with Germany was explained on the ground
that the terms proposed by the Teutonic envoys were growing more onerous hourly. At the last minute the
Germans demanded three great
provinces Karabad, Kara
and Batoum presumably for their
Turkish ally, and they got them, of
course.
The Russian envoys shut
their eyes and signed the document as
It was pushed across the table by the
Hun envoys.
trans-Caucasl-

-- Ii

With Russia In thorough subjection,
so far as the bolshevik government
was concerned, the central powers
turned their attention to Roumanla,
and, as was to be expected, they forced
that country to sign a preliminary
peace treaty which is little less humiliating' than that forced upon the

Russians. Under the terms of this
treaty Roumanla cedes the province
of Dobrudja, as far as the Danube, to
the central powers, agrees to evacun
terate all occupied
ritory, promises to demobilize Its army
and agrees to "support with all Its
strength the transport of troops of
the central powers through Moldavia
and Bessarabia to Odessa." The submission by Roumanla to any terms imposed by the central powers was expected, as that country, abandoned by
Russia, and entirely cut off from all
possible aid from the allied powers,
was absolutely at the mercy of the
Teutonic powers. A peace treaty" between Russia and Finland has also
Austro-Hungarla-

--

been signed.
While Germany was working Its will
in Russia and Roumanla, the diplomatic situation growing out of the pro--.
posal of Japan to Intervene in Siberia
for the purpose of protecting the vast
stores of supplies paid for with money
furnished by the allies, occupied the
attention of the United States and the
entente governments. It was indicated that there was some divergence of
opinion between President Wilson and

e
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Prove a Big Factor
ning the War.

Ctrta'm-tu- d
has proved its claim "The best type of roof for most
buildings, and the best quality roofing; of iti type."

In Win-

Reports to hand indicate that Western Canada has a vastly increased
acreage ready for crop this year over
last year. The splendid open fall of
1017, gave a better opportunity for fall
plowing than for some years. Work
In the fields was almost continuous
until the end of November. In fact, In
the neighborhood of Fincher Creek,
Alberta, there was sufficient mild
weather in January of this year to
permit farmers to plow, and many
took advantage of It A great many
Americans owning land la Canada
moved up last year, and this has also
helped to Increase the acreage. They
came Into possession of the land at
prices varying from $15.00 to $30.00
an acre, and with the proven yields'
of wheat running from twenty and as
high as fifty bushels per acre, with a
set price of $2.21 a bushel, they could
Join production and patriotism together with a big .margin of profit.
The
of Seattle,
Wash., gives a very conservative statement of the agricultural development
and opportunities In Western Cnnadp.
In Its' Issue of December 14, 1917, It
says :
"Since the beginning of the year
American emigration Into Canada has
been greatly stimulated according to
the reports of the Dominion authorities, and has been almost entirely made
tip of farmers attracted by the fertile
and comparatively cheap wheat lands,
"Whatever may be said of wheat
culture as a profitable avocation In
ordinary years, since the beginning of
the war It has offered advantages
quite beyond the usual opportunities.
War has boomed the price of wheat
until the farmer now receives around
$2 for his product at his granary.
Average crops, according to the adaptation of soil and climate are from
12 to 25 bushels to the acre. Even
the minimum crop, a,t $2 per bushel,
brings In these war times a reasonable
profit Before the war wheat culture
was fast being abandoned by farmers
who worked intelligently for results
on the right side of the ledger. It has
been the popular crop for new countries, but when the pioneers settled
down to business It was generally
corn, hogs, cattle and diversified farming that brought the profits. Iowa and
the Dakotas in turn, as their prairies
became settled, mortgaged the land on
wheat culture and afterwards paid oft
the mortgages with corn and hogs.
"War Is thus bringing a temporary
encouragement to wheat farming.
Many of the ranchers of Manitoba) Saskatchewan and Alberta laid away
$20,000 to $30,000 In the banks last fall.
It may be pointed out, however, that
the growing of wheat Is not the only
Inducement which Is leading settlement to Canadian lands. Low taxation,
favorable agricultural climate, and
profitable prices not only for grain but
for hogs, cattle and all forms of farm
produce all contribute' their share
toward the rapid settlement of the fertile lands of Western Canada." Advertisement.
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practifirst cost moderate, laying cost low, up-ke-ep
embraces every important roofing quality
weather proof, spark proof, clean and sanitary, and very durCtrtain-tu- d
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coming to farmers from the rich wheat fields of
Western Canada. Where you can bay good f ami land
at 915 te $30 per acre and raise from 20 to 45 bushels
of $2 wheat to the acre it's easy to make money. Canada
offers in her provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta

160 Acre

Bossteads Free to Settlers

and other land at very low prices. Thousands of
farmers from the U. S. or their sons are yearly taking
advantage of this great opportunity. Wonderful yields
also of Oats, Barley and Flax. Mixed Farming is
fully as profitable an industry aa grain raising. Good
schools; markets convenient; climate excellent.
Write for literature and particulars as to reduced
.railway rates to supu immigration, Uttawa,
Canaaa, or to

f

W. V. BENNETT
Room 4, Bee Bldg Omaha. Neb.
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Canadian Government Agent

The Betsy Ross Yarn Company
Manufacturers of Knitting Yarns

354 Fourth Avenue, New York City
DIRECT TO CONSUMER
SELL THEIR PRODUCT
65c per full 4 oz. hank
$2.50 per lb. in 5 lbs. lot (62c per 4 oz. hank)
$230 per lb. in 10 lbs. lot (57&c per 4 oz hank)
Ms8
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Bill Admitted
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"I'm hurrying to tell you this,"
"I understand old man Simpkins
hastens N. W. C. "A woman came In- was very much opposed to his daughto our Red Cross branch, looked at the ter marrying Bill Smith; called Bill
surgical dressings and asked, 'Is all a fool, and all that sort of thing."
this gauze cauterized?' "
"That's very true, and before he had
been married six months BUI admitted
Important to Mother
the old nmn was right."
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that it Ten smile for a nickel. Always buy Red
Cros
Bag Blue; have beautiful, cliar
Bears the
whit clothe. Adr.
Signature of
Opportunity.
In Use for Over 80 Years.
"Opportunity pnssés in the way of
Children Cry ior Fletcher's Caatoria
every man."
Some men think that the proper
Artist Soldier Yes, but the conway to begin the day Is to find fault founded thing is almost invariably
camouflaged.
with the wife at the breakfast table.
It is one thing to yell for freedom
An old bachelor says that an optimist Is a married man who says that and another to make the sacrifices
necessary to secure it.
he Is glad of It.

tteatiesiif aJsVtwal

Dsst. D 1.

The Explanation.
"Pop, what does It mean when the
say bills are laid on the table?"
"It menus, son, that they are dished.

RECIPE FOR GRAY HAIR.
To half pint of water add 1 oz. Bay
Rum, a small box of Barbo Compound,
and U ox. of glycerine. Any druggist can
put this up or you can mix it at horn at
very little cost. Full directions for making and use come in each boi of Barbo
Compound.
It will gradually darken
streaked, faded gray hair, and make it soft
nd glossy. It will not color the scalp, is not
sticky or greasy, and doe not rub off. Adr.
Poor Inveatment
"How did Gibson lose his money?"
"He put it in his wife's name and
then she divorced hiin."
Minnesota's
3,000,000,000

1917 lumber

output was

feet.

I,
I

.

warehouses,

garages,

for factories, round houses, elevators,

Right

She Meant All

good all over the world under all conditions as proved
It has become the itandard roof for buildings of all type

hat mad
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,716,000,000
Pounds of Flour Saved
if each of our 22,000,000 families use this recipe
,

instead of white bread.
One loaf saves 11,000,000 pounds; three loaves a
week for a year means 1,716,000,000 pounds saved I

Enough to Feed the Entire Allied Army
Corn Bread with Rye Flour
1
1

cap eon meal
cop rye floor

1
1
1

2 tablespoons sugar

5 teaspoons Dr. Price'

Baking Powder

Barley flour or oat flour may be used instead
result. Sift dry ingredient into bowl; add
shortening. Stir well Put Into greased pan,
20 to 25 minute and bake in moderate oven

teaspoon salt

cap milk

rc

2 tablespoon

shortening

of rye flour with equally good
milk, beaten egg and melted
allow to stand in warm plac
40 to 45 minute.
.

-

N$w Sed. White and Blut booklet, "Best War Time Recipes." containing many other
recipes for making delicious and wholesome wheat saving foods, mailed free.

DR. PRICE'S CREAM BAKING POWDER

1013 Independence Boulevard, Chicago

FOOD WILL WIN THE WAR

THP SPANIÍH.AMEHIff

P

F

.A Swiss commercial paper statet.
rtfuit there Is a great shortage la coul
of all kinds, tin Insuillclont supply of
wood for fuel, nnd small reserves In
oils and grease throughout Switzer
land. Fresh eggs have disappeared
ironi the market. Dry vegetables are
becoming more scarce. A project to
manufacture flour from potatoes had
to be ubandoned becnuso sufllcient sup
)1R8 of potatoes could not be secured
In Holland coal and coke prices
have been advanced.
In American
terms, the maximum price for nnthra
cite Is about $22 a ton; coke, $10 u ton
coal briquets, $25 a ton. Distribution
Is carefully regulated by cards, in
specified quantities. The amount al
lowed, especially to residences, Is
much smaller than In peace times,
New French food regulations forbid
eating houses to serve of consume
.fresa or packed butter otherwise than
In the preparation of food. Curdled
'or our milk Is prohibited 83 well as
creara and specified kinds of cheese.
.The making of pastries, biscuits, and
confectionery Is prohllrtted.
Only In
dining cars, canteens and railroad
stations may fresh or condensed milk or creara be eerved after
9 In the morning, by Itself r mixed
with coffee, tea, or other preparation
No solid foods may be served between
9 and 11 In the morning and between
4:80 and 8:30 in the evening. When
the price of a meal exceeds $1.20 the
customer may be served with not more
than two dishes with or without vege-- J
tables, or more than one small loaf of,
ordinary bread. The bread Is limited
to about S'i ounces. All grain which'
may be used for making bread Is re- -'
'
served for human food.

S SHOES

SI
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CEMERAL
ASKS
FOR
LARGE
jFQOTGEAR SUPPLY FOR SOL.
OlcRS IN FRANCE.

AlííP.L'ANc

MISHAPS ARE FEW

With Hundreds of Men Learning to
Fly, War Department Records Show
'
Number of Accident at Military Avi-- !
Small.
atlon Field
'

WoslilnKlwwGen.

Pershing

;

has

.requested shipment of 18,590 pairs of
ihoes for each '25,000 men monthly,
which Is approximately nine pairs of
shoes per man per year. This quan
tity Is In excess rf actual consumption
and Is being se4 to build up a reserve for all troops dn France. When
Buch a supply Is
ccumulnted, the
Quantities per man whl'be reduced.
The quartermaster general's de,
partment now lias on land and dun
on outstanding contrnets,
7,504.000
field thoes and 7,873,00
marching
shoe. It will be necessary to secure
more than a million addition! shoes
during the yenr.
Records of the war department how
that from the beginning of training In
June, 1917, to February 22, 1918, the
fatalities at military aviation fields
In this country have been 51; 10 officers and 29 cadets killed In training
flights, and 12 men killed In unauthorized flights and ground Occidents.
Since the training began In the
.ITnlted States, student aviators have
flown considerably more than 100,000
miles.
Hundreds of hitherto lnextf
perlenced men have been learning to
fly. Their early flights arc under the
guidance of Instructors, and prior to
jthese flights two or more months are
pent In preliminary ground work.
There comes a time, however, when
every student aviator must take his
machine up alone, and every precaution lias been taken to reduce the
number of accidents and safeguard
the aviator In bin solo flights.
The fuel administration Is carrying
on n series of conferences covering all
Industries which use large quantities
of fuel, with n view to learning the requirements of each line during 191S.
The Industries themselves nre playing
n leading part In these discussions.
The aim of the fuel administration Is
to arrive at a percentage of production which, under the circumstances,
'will be satisfactory to the manufacturers and their workmen, but which
will not represent a comsumption of
fuel for the manufacture of supplies
not needed during the. current year.
j.,The order wlifclj hnj been Issued
limiting tlie use of fuel for the production of window glass to 50 per cent
of the amount manufactured In 1917
Is the result of one of these conferences. A survey of the field Indicated
that while not more that 5,000,000
boxes of window glass would be used
In 1918, competitive conditions were
likely to result In an overmnnufacturc
of at least 2,000,000 boxes.
It Is through this system of limitation, together with large economy In
the methods of using fuel, that the
fuel administration expects to supplement the production of coal this yenr.
It Is hoped, as the railroads strenghten
their facilities, that it will be possible
to mine, and transport a larger quantity of coal this yenr than last, but It
Is through these methods of reducing
consumption that a repetition of this
year's shortage Is expected to be prevented.

I

I'libllentUm

t

newspapers
and magazine.
They may not receive payment for material furnished
by them.
Ail letters containing matter for publication written by men In service must
be sent through otllcers,, who will delete nil references capable of furnishing Important Information to tlie enemy.
In

commander.
None of these rules npply to troop
In France, where the commanding general of the expeditionary forcea wM
y.
establish such regulations as nre
nee-sar-

Wood pulp Is being manufactured
Into cloth In Germany, according to advices received by the bureau of foreign
and domestic commerce.
The pulp Is spun Into a thread and
then woven Into A fabric, the warp
of which Is Unen thread. It Is said to
be durable and to stand wnslilng five
oloth-ln- g
or six times. It Is atlllaed
of aH k ta de, bat 'speeiuUy for

fr

underwear.

with-sever-

.neutralize or render harmless the
laden air.
Outgoing breath passes'
outside the face piece through a small
gas-- I

valve.

The student In gas defense soon
learns to get his mask on In a Jiurry,
six seconds being the standard time,
'when the knapsack containing the mnsk
Is hanging nt his ejiest In the "alert",
position.
After Intensive training a
gas attack I? arranged. The class Is
put In trenches, nnd without warning,1
clouds of smoke and chlorine are lib,erated by the Instructors, masks are
hurriedly put on, alarms sounded, nnd
sleeping men In dugouts- aroused.
.When the attack censes th trenches
are cleared of gas, the air is tested,
and permission Is given to remove
masks.
-'

-

'

Describing

the American Rt

Cross

as a body authorized to do everything
possible for the comfort and welfare
of the soldiers, and to make use of,
such agencies as are authorized and;
are In a position to contribute to thatj
end In addition to the provisions made
by the government, a general state-- j
ment by the war department outlines
certain approved activities:
To distribute sweoters, mu (Tiers, hel-

air-tig-

Flans of the American Library association Include the establishment of
book nnd library service In army and
navy hospitals In America nnd France.
The government Is today the greatest employer of labor In tho United
Stntes, not considering railroad employees.
In normal times approximately 400,
000 civilians are employed, and In the
last year the number has Increased to
000,000.
In comparison one steel corporation employs 800,000 men, and one
railroad

250,000

.

'

MOSQUERO'
v'','if4:':"r''':;-g'..'"To late for last week"
Sunday School at 10:00 A. M.
Class meeting; at 11:00 A. M.
7:00 P. M.
Epworth League

320 Acre Farm
For Sale
acres fence- d- 90 acres in
4 miles northwest of Roy
good
n stone house, cellar
100

wheat,

3-r-

and cave and stable,
00 per acre
Terms to suit.
Reason for selling, must leave on
accout of my wife's health.
ANTONI KWIECIEN.
The trial in Judge Foster's
Court Saturday, in which it was
s)ught to place Jóe Allen of
Solano under peace bonds at the
irüigátion of Mrs. Heflin, result
1 in the Court finding no grounds
for placing him under bonds.
Another charge was filed accusing Allen of assault with a deadly weapon and the hearing was
postponed to a later data. The
trouble arose over Heflins dogging Allen's cattle and his shoot-h- g
at the dog.
FORD

CAR:- -

For sale or will

(rade for Cattle, Purchased last
May1, has been carefully driven
and is in good condition.
L. M. Livingston,
Mosquero, N. M.
T 1.

cattleman of
Albert went to Las Vegas Tuesday 1 3 attend the Cattlemen's
T. E. Mitchell,

Convention.

-

Maude L. Greene is a lady of in
She is the
r
National
and or
ganizer for the W. C. T. U. She
by and
is officially endorsed
American Presbyterian and in
ternational missionary boards
and personally by the Rev, T. B.
Meyer of England where she
has spent two years in the interests of the W. C. T. U. and in
evangelistic services. She is contributor of the 'Silver Cross,' the
international organ of the Kings,
Daughters and Sons, and other
periodicals.

ternational renown.
Chalk-Talke-

Her gift with the crayon is exceptional. She never fails to delight her audiences. Her quiet
humors, keen hits and her per
fect familarity with her subject
are valuable traits which she
possesses. Her devoted life to
Christ, and her passion for seeing
souls saved, are characteristics
which' endear her to the hearts
of the people with whom she
.

works. She is especially happy
in her methods of work among
children and attracts them to her
as readily os the magnet attracts
the bits of steel about it, She is
a fine artist and wields the crayon with skin.
Beautiful and
humorous scenes
grow with
striking rapidity under her clever
fingers.
Great good has been accomplished for the Master. Twenty
including men,
five persons
women and children, made public
confession of their acceptance of
Christ. Those who were taken
into church fellowship on Sunday
Mr. and Mrs.
are as follows,
Pittman and daughter, Delia May
and sons, David and James. Mr.
and Mrs. Fuller and sons, George
Mr.
Eddie, James and Roy.
Deitz, Mrs. Gamble, Mrs. Osborn
Mrs. Minnie Hames, Mrs. Wick-- ;
ham and daughter Bernice, Ira
Lee Moore, Otis Rowland and
Cora Rowland.

--

4

!

--

--

The sad news comes tous of
the death of Mrs. Ross Lee well
known in this community.
She
died suddenly while walking on
the streets of Los Angelos. She
had been a bride but four days
when she was called .
The death of Mrs. Anna Gaza-wa- y
occurred at Mosquero last
Wednesday ot 5;30 P. M,
She was accompanying herson
and wife and her daughter and
husband enroute from Kilaquay
Texas to Dawson N. Mex. She
became ill after leaving Tucum- cari and was unable to get medical aid until they reached Mos
quero. Iney arrived here Sunday evening and she passed away
on Wednesday evening.
Mrs. Gazaway was born in
Florida in I860. She leaves to
mourn her loss one son and two

daughters. She expressed her
self as willing and ready to make
her departure to the better land.
A very impressive funeral ser
vice was conducted by Evange
list Maude L. Green at the church
where many people of the community had gathered to pay a
last tribute to the mother and extent sympathy to the bereaved
loved ones.
Interment in the
Mosquero cemetery.
The good Samaritan spirit wai
exemplified in the actions of the
ptople of Mosquero and vicinity.
Every act of courtesy Was shown

FOR SALE;-16- 0
acres in Kansas Valley bottom. Will, sell to.
highest bidder.' Want quick results. Write,
Vincent S. Bushkevitz..
Lemot, III.
Poll Tax

becomes delinquent
April 1st. 1918. It is my duty to
collect this and your duty to
come the pay it.
Please don't
make it necessary to add collec
tion cost3 but pay your poll tax
voluntarily before it becomes
delinquent.
M.M. Ferris, Sec. Dist 43
"

.

White Wyandotte Eggs from
Pure Bred stock for hatching'
15 eggs for $1.00.
L. H. Brock,
Abbott, N. M.
The Roy Trading Co. has added
the room formerly occupied by
the Home Restaurant into a
Hardware room addition to the
store and stored a stock of stoves
in it.
C. L. Wensell and wife went
to Las Vegas Monday on a combined business and pleasure trip.
Mr. Louis Ilfeld and Mr. Spring-

er came up lastweek from Vegas
to go over the plans for the new
building which will be erected
when spring opens. The plans

the strangers.

,
will be announced soon and proMrs.
Gazaway and Mr. mises Roy another fine Revv
Mr. and

and Mrs. Edwards

press

their

Wickham Treasurer.
, FOR SALE;- - Thorobred, RegThe names of committees will be
istered, Herford Bull, Coming
published later.
old ; Gentle and Tractable.
The names of the members up A- good individual.
M'mes
to date are as follows- S. R. Crouse' Mills, N. M.
Wickham, DeWeese, Lloyd,
Gamble, Duval!, McNeal
FOR SALE:-- A
Good Work
McGlothlin,
Fuller,
Osborn,
Horse,
wt.
1,100
Brooks, Hubbler, Wilson, EdG. R. Abernathy
monds Misses Wilson and McMelan, Messrs. Fuller, Wickham
Moore and Rev. Matthews.
Baptist Church is held now on.
Mrs. J. P. Wilson is Pres. of the first Sunday of each month
the supply committee, any one instead of the second." See the
desiring materials for work will change in the directory The new
please see "her.' Mrs.' L. W. Wil- church will soon be completed-anson is Pres. of the inspection
dedicated and they will then
glad
We are very
to welcome committee.
have services in it. It is .an atour old neighbors, the Wilson
All ladies are urged to take a tractive building and the new red
family back in our midst again. part in this great work of relief. wood siding with the trimming in
a(nd attractive.
Do your little bit to help win out white is unique

"This week"

Don Bradley came down ' last
Mr. Fred Deitz a member of
week from Dawson in his car and the jury went to Clayton Friday
will assist his father on the farm
Mrs. Fuller who has been on
He stopped to
this summer.
sick list for several days is
the
e; his
sent to the right
to be up again.
able
place. Don is a farmer as well
as a wage earner and he gets in
The little daughter of J. P.
right at either.5
Wilson who has been seriously
ill for several days is improving.
S--

--

--

wish to ex- building.
thanks to the
people who were so kind to them
The windstorm
last Friday-nighin their sore affliction. They exwas one of the worst in
pect to remain in Mosquero for years. Many people got so neran indefinite period.
vous they couldnt sleep and some
damage
wa3 caused by the wind.
After being confronted by all
sorts of difficulties and perplex- Frank Roy had a new windmill
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Fuller, Mrs.
recently erected on the Mrs.
ities a Red Cross Organization
Osborn and Mrs. Thos. Holland
"By the
has finally been consumated. We Foster farm blown out
went to Clayton Monday and reand
scattered
over
roots"
the
ob'a'ned permission from the
"
turned Tuesday. They report a
prairie.
Mountain Division Head quarters
pleasant trip.
at Denver to become a branch of, Poll Tax becomes delinquent.
Mrs. Maude L. Greene, Mrs. the Roy Chapter,
April 1st, 1918 and all polls unAuthority has been granted paid by that date will be subject.
L. N, DeWeese and Mrs. Wm.
Wickham accompanied by Mr. us by the Roy Chapter and all to collection by law to. It is not.
Moore were callers at the Roy the Red tape having been adher- my desire but it is my duty unhome in Roy, Monday. Mrs. De ed to we are known as the Mos- der the law to force collection on
Weese and Mrs. Wickham were quero branch of the Roy Chapter delinquent poll tax. Please dont
The following officers have make it necessary,
looking after Red Cross interests
been elected Mrs. Wm. WickBen Stewart, Secy.'
Mr; and Mrs. Frank' Hyatt ham Chm., Mrs. J. C. Lloyd vice
Dist 4L (Liberty),
were transacting business in Roy Chm., Mrs. L. N. De Weese Sec.

The foundation is about completed for the. Rectory of the
new Catholic Church.
Fr.
Monday.
Vachon was called to Springer
but returned Wednesday to deMiss Marian McMelan was a
cide whether to build of Concrete Roy visitor Saturday.
blocks or dobe.
Mrs. Maude L. Greene the lady
Carlos Branch came down Sun- cartoonist - preacher, who has
day from Dawson and took his been conducting the evangelistic
trunk back with him Wednesday meeting here is being very
He has a position in the big store pleasantly entertained at the L,
and likes his new plaCe'Very N. DeWeese, heme,
much altho missing the freedom'
Mrs. Cook accompanied by her
Like' all the rest' it
of Roy.
grand son Herma) Hill left for
both'ers him to jump to work
Wichita Falls Texas where they
when, the whistle blows.
go to visit Mrs. Cooks son who
furlough for a few
Clarence Wright came down is to have a
days.
from Dawson Sunday tq his

ranch in La Cinta to see" how
everything was getting on. He
attended the funeral of Mr.
Gilliam Tuesday before returning

Claude E. Wilson who is off on
The following is a patriotic
in the program to be rendered at the
folks a school house Saturday- - evening
March 16. Everybody invited to
enroute attend and take part in tiie proWilson gram.
home a day or two.
Community singing.
Mrs. Logan returned Wednes Sangs ; America
Swar.ee River
day after several weeks visit in
Tramp.
Tramp, Tramp.
El Paso Texas.
- B. F. Brown
Speech
Evangelist Maude L. Green
left here Friday for Solano where Songs Marching Thru' Georgia.
she is engaged in revival services Columbia the Gem of the Ocean
Reading
with Rev. Matthews.
- Battle Hymn of Republic
Songs
Mrs.. Henry Stone visited at
Gray,
Nellie
the Hyatt home the last of the
week. She left on Monday en Tenting on the Old Camp Ground
Reading route" to Raton where she goes to
Song-- - Where the River Shannon!
visit her daughterr
Flews
Dr. Gamble and B. F. Brown
Star Spangle Banner.
are in Clayton this week.

a furlough as a witness
Long case, visited home
few days.
John Boen from Texas
to Clayton visited at the

The Revival which has been in
Regular newspaper correspondents
progress
for the past two weeks,
not In military service nre not required
to submit copy for censorship, being conducted by Evangelist, Maude
guided by the requests for secrecy pubL. Green, and pastor Rev. Mat
lished by the committee on public Inthews,'
closed Tuesday night.
formation.
If these are Ignored the
privileges of the camp may be withThe people of Mosquero have
drawn In the discretion of the camp been enjoying a
rare treat. Mrs,

,

j

Divisional athletic directors who
hnvcTccelved commissions will accompany, their contingents to France, according to the war department commission on training camp activities.
Boxing 'instructors wl'l not be sent
'lth (be troops, as at present the need
for these men Is considered great et
.
(in this side.

i""'.
wrl,
r"r

I" military ervieo nre
nrr rortnln restrictions,

I

mets, socks, comfort kits, etc.
To render emergency relief of every
kind upon request of an officer In
charge.
To relieve anxiety and sustain the
morale of soldiers who nre worried
about their families at home, and to
promote the comfort nnd well being of
'
these families.
To conduct canteen service stations
for furnishing refreshments to soldiers
when traveling through the country;
to furnish emergency relief to the sick
and wounded when en route and to see
that they nre conveyed to n hospital
IUfle and cartridge production in the
when necessary and requested by the
T'nlted Stales has developed In volume commanding officer.
and In quality on a scale assuring the
A representative of the Red Cross
satisfactory equipment of the army,
be attached fo eaeli liase hospital
according ton .statement authorized by ?;'ay
emergency supplies when
the secretary of war,
called upon, to communicate with fam-- ,
To achieve the rifle and ammunition
Jilos of patients, tn render home ser-- ,
production program ' the government'
vice to patients and such other assisbus expended or has obligated itself to tance as pertains to Red Cross work,
;r,
expend, during 10 months of
S!0oi!!).i0!. and 2011 ofüerrs, SfViu)
When the first Liberty motor was
men, nnd 10,0(10 women 'have been on- ready to be tested it was taken to
gaged exclusively iu the nimuifaeiui'e
rike's Peak that it might be studied
of rifles and cartridges. Two governrunning under atmospheric conwhile
owned
ment plants and three privately
ditions obtaining at high altitudes.
i!:m!' are engaged In making rifles
and one government plant and nine Tills difficulty of bringing the motor to
privately o v.
plants are engajd in the mountain Is now overcome at the
department of commerce burenn of
cartridge manufacture. Ordnance experts In this country and in I'uropp standards nt Washington, by bringing
are In agreement that the fallid the mountain to the motor.
Airplane motors are now tested at
Slates army In being equipped with
two of the best three filies in the the bureau of standards in n laboratory where various conditions corre'
world.
sponding to high altitudes nnd low
secured? The engine
"Rial's and Stripes" Is the name of temperatures are
In
concrete room,
an
placed
is
being
published
the weekly newspaper
among other things with reIn France for American troops, under provided
frigerator colls and n large pump to
the direction of the Intelligence secreduce the presare of the nlr. By use
paper
is
tion. Practically the enllrc
of this apparatus motors may be obdevoted to American news, Including
served under conditions similar to
n dally radio report of about 1,100
words supplied by the committee on those at different altitudes, which
might otherwise be done only by actual
public Information to the French govnlrplone flights.
ernment.
Fxporls of corn to Canada for feeding and nianufacluring purposes have
been, limited to those varieties and
grades which are not suitable for seed
purposes.

!

Person

Any baker wl-- be permitted to ad
vertí
his produot as "victory" bread
if It ontaius not more thaa 8 per
No stipulation Is
cent wheat flour.
At each cantonment In the TJnlted made as to what Ingredients sfeai comStates a school has been established; pose the other 20 per cent, so long m
where every officer and man receives they are selected from tlie first recom
.Instruction in gas defense. The Ameri-- , mended by the food administration.
Until March 3 rye may be used la
can gas mask, similar to the British, Is
as mechanically perfect as the best making victory bread. After tuat date
experts have been able to produce. It will be placed on the saine basis as
l
now being ship
The face piece, with glass or celluloid, wheat, as rye flour
Bread made of graeyepieces, is connected by a flexible ped to the allies.
flour may be termtube with a canister carried In a knnp- - ham or whole-whebread.
victory
ed
The Incoming breath coraesjl
sack.
through the canister, which Is filled
layers of chemicals which1

t

.
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Mr. Wm.

-

y,

in this great world struggle, If
you cannot become a member
come out and help a little. You
can make handkerchiefs for the
hospitals of old sheets, pillow
coses or worn linens sizes 14x14
tiring a dozen or two oi
in.
these to the meeting next Satur

The Oddfellows initiated Iwo
candidates and had a banquet
Wednesday night.
Only eight
members were present and the
"Lunch" provided for the 25 or
30 who should have been present
made a real , "Feed" for! those
.
present.

t
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